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ISIS is defeated in Sirte but
Libya’s problems remain
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

ibya’s militias aligned
with the UN-backed government in Tripoli have
uprooted Islamic State
(ISIS) militants from their
stronghold in Sirte after a 7-month
battle that left most of the Mediterranean town in rubble.
Misrata militias lost 711 men
with 3,200 injured in the fight in
which they were supported by US
air strikes, British front-line intelligence and logistics as well as by
Italian medical assistance.
“The number of ISIS’s fighters killed since the beginning of
the operation stands at more than
1,200,” said Ahmed Al-Rawayati, a
spokesman for the Misrata militias,
on December 5th as he announced
the final collapse of ISIS in Sirte, the
jihadist group’s main foothold in
Libya.
The death toll might suggest that
thousands of ISIS fighters escaped
from the city or that the numerical threat of ISIS forces had been
over-estimated by Western powers,
whose intelligence agencies and
think-tanks had put the number of
ISIS fighters in Sirte at 5,000-8,000.
Rawayati said militias and authorities in Tripoli were preparing a
“post-liberation plan” for the town.
The birthplace of former Libyan
leader Muammar Qaddafi, Sirte
has a strategic importance because
of its tribal make-up and proximity to the oil terminals, Libya’s sole
source of foreign currency.
The militias that led the campaign
against ISIS are made up mainly of
men from the western city of Misrata, who have had a tense relationship with Sirte residents, the latter
blaming them for not preventing
ISIS from taking control of their city
in the summer of 2015.
ISIS’s defeat brings relief for
Sirte’s 80,000 inhabitants. It is

A T-54 tank belonging to forces loyal to Libya’s Government of National Accord (GNA) taking position
during clashes with ISIS jihadists in the Libyan city of Sirte.
(AFP)
also good news for countries in the
region, especially Tunisia, which
suffered from infiltration by ISIS
fighters across its border from Libya. It is also a source of satisfaction
for Europeans who have been jittery about the presence of an ISIS
stronghold south of the Mediterranean.
The Sirte battle against ISIS had
been touted as possibly unifying fighters from various Libya’s

“ISIS’s defeat
brings relief for
Sirte’s 80,000
inhabitants.”

regions and tribes and sending a
message for the divided country
for reconciliation and peace but the
outcome of the Sirte battle does not
seem to be bridging Libya’s chronic
divide.
Instead, Field Marshal Khalifa
Haftar’s forces continued their own
fight against Islamists and other
opponents in the east while various militias in the west and south
watched on the sidelines when not
intervening to support their own allies.
UN envoy for Libya Martin Kobler told the UN Security Council on
December 6th that the country’s
chaos enables the possible re-emergence of terrorist networks despite
the gains against ISIS in Sirte and

other radical Islamists elsewhere in
Libya.
He warned that the “fragmented
security situation allows criminal
and terrorist networks to flourish”
and that, despite an arms embargo,
the country continues to be awash
in weapons.
“The lack of rule of law, corruption and high yields on the black
market result in billions of dollars
disappearing into shadowy accounts,” Kobler said. “The country
will face an economic meltdown
unless something changes.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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US-Iran tensions rise as Trump presidency looms
Thomas Seibert

Washington

T

ensions between Iran and
the United States are rising as US President-elect
Donald Trump puts together a cabinet of foreign policy hawks advocating more
pressure on Tehran.
Following a unanimous decision
by the US Senate to allow the president to reintroduce economic sanctions against Iran, the government
in Tehran slammed Washington for
a “lack of credibility” regarding the
agreement between the international community and Iran about
its nuclear programme.
Under the agreement, the United
States and other powers lifted sanctions on Iraq but the Senate vote
means the White House can react
swiftly if it feels the need for renewed measures.
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah

Ali Khamenei said in November
that Iran would react if new sanctions were imposed.
Foreign Minister Mohammad Ja-

vad Zarif, speaking December 8th
during a visit to Japan, warned
the United States that fresh sanctions could harm Iran “but won’t

break us”. Zarif said that it was in
the United States’ interest to make
the agreement work but the Senate
vote showed that the Americans
could not be trusted.

Former general
James Mattis, the
designated secretary
of Defense, sees Iran
as a major threat.

President-elect Donald Trump (R) talks to retired Marine Corps
general James Mattis as he announces his nomination as US
Defense secretary at a rally in Fayetteville, North Carolina,
on December 6th.
(AP)

During the presidential campaign, Trump vowed to tear up the
nuclear agreement and said policies
under US President Barack Obama
had made Iran stronger. Several of
Trump’s security advisers, among
them former general James Mattis, the designated secretary of Defense, have said they see Iran as a
major threat and source of instability in the Middle East.
“Mattis is obviously very tough
on Iran,” Owen Daniels of the Atlan-

tic Council in Washington said. The
former general, however, is apparently not in favour of scrapping the
nuclear accord. “He will continue
to support the deal and argue for
strict controls” over Iran’s behaviour, Daniels said.
Mattis said in April that other
regional challenges, such as fighting the Islamic State (ISIS), the war
in Syria and the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, pale in comparison to the
threat posed by Iran.
Analysts in Washington say it is
too soon to tell whether Trump will
heed the advice of Mattis or whether he will use his election promises
as the basis for his policies. Daniels
said the first 100 days of the Trump
administration, which takes office
January 20th, would give a clearer
indication of the policies Trump
will pursue.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.
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Haftar visits Moscow to leverage better fortunes
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

ibyan military leader Khalifa Haftar visited Russia in
June, seeking weapons
and training for his army,
with the aim of preparing
for the fight against Islamists. One
day later, an official from the rival
camp arrived in Moscow, trying
to offset Haftar’s push for Russia’s
help as it reasserts its power in the
Arab world.
On a visit to Moscow at the end of
November, Haftar entered the Foreign Ministry donning a Russian
hat. This time, there was no counter move from his rivals.
The symbolism depicts the reality that between June and Haftar’s
visit on November 29th, Haftar,
who was elevated from army general to field marshal in September,
amassed significant leverage to
bolster his role in Libya.
During the recent Moscow visit,
Haftar, 73, talked with top Russian
officials, including Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu and Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov.

Analysts argue that
Haftar is likely to
gain strength but
also attract more
animosity.
“Our relations are crucial. Our
goal today is to give life to these relations,” Russia’s TASS news agency quoted Haftar as saying ahead of
his meeting with Lavrov.
“We hope we will eliminate terrorism with your help in the nearest future,” Haftar said of the Russians.
Haftar’s ascendency could escalate the Libyan crisis as his rivals
seek to cancel his gains, including
his sweep to wrest the control of

the main oil export facilities in Libya’s hydrocarbon basin in the east.
Libya splintered into rival political and armed groups after a Western-backed uprising ousted Muammar Qaddafi in 2011.

Haftar shares the
Russian view that
there is no
democracy with the
participation of
Islamists.
Haftar commands the rump of
Qaddafi’s Libyan National Army.
He is aligned with the eastern
government in Tobruk and the internationally recognised House of
Representatives.
He opposes the UN-brokered
Government of National Accord
(GNA), assailing it is an umbrella
for Islamist parties and their militias.
Haftar’s soldiers have been
locked in a two-year campaign
against extremist Islamists and
other opponents in Benghazi and
other areas in eastern Libya.
Haftar’s Soviet-era training and
broad military background, as well
as his four-decade army experience could make him a likely ally of
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
despite Haftar’s ties with the CIAbacked movements that opposed
Qaddafi for decades.
Haftar shares the Russian view
that there is no democracy with the
participation of Islamists. His allies
have previously nurtured ties with
Russia.
Haftar’s November visit to
Moscow occurred after his army,
backed by leaders of main tribes
in the east, seized oil terminals in
September from rival militias led
by Ibrahim Jadhran.
The oil move made Haftar more
popular in the east and turned him
into a more acceptable figure in any
future arrangements negotiated

Libyan Field Marshal Khalifa Haftar, head of the Libyan National Army, leaves the main building of
Russia’s Foreign Ministry after a meeting with the Russian minister of Foreign Affairs in Moscow, on
November 29th. 										 (AFP)
among various local groups and
their supporters in the Arab region
and the West.
Egypt is believed to be among
regional powers supporting Haftar
and France is reportedly embedding troops within his forces.
Since Haftar’s takeover of the
oil facilities, the country’s crucial
oil exports have been increasing,
giving hopes to many Libyans that
their economic misery will end but
also igniting anger among his opponents.
“They told us that emissaries of
world powers had given us guarantees that Haftar is outside the pow-

er game. That did not happen as
they describe him now as the military chief who fights terrorism,”
said Sadok Gueriani, the spiritual
leader of radical Islamists in Libya.
Haftar’s spokesman, Ahmed alMismari, said in a statement that
“columns” of militiamen had attempted to take control of the oil
facilities from the army on December 7th but were repelled.
Mismari blamed forces aligned
with the GNA’s government in Tripoli despite its denial
Analysts argue that Haftar is likely to gain strength but also attract
more animosity if he were to pre-

serve his gains in the east. The lack
of progress by the GNA in restoring
security and unity is pushing powers in the West and in the region to
give Haftar a role to broaden domestic support of the GNA.
Such developments could cause
Islamist extremists to unify their
forces, possibly generating a new
jihadist movement. However, this
could make Haftar an even more
indispensable ally for Russia and
staunch anti-Islamist states in the
region as well as for African states
in the Sahel while liberals and other anti-Islamists in Libya increasingly view him as their leader.

Morocco seeks to boost ties with African countries
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

orocco is seeking to
consolidate its ties
with African countries as part of its
south-south
cooperation strategy despite obstacles
from South Africa and Algeria to
prevent Rabat from rejoining the
African Union, analysts said.
Moroccan King Mohammed VI
has toured several African countries with which his delegation
sealed a raft of bilateral agreements
and memoranda of understanding.
His visit in November to Addis Ababa included the signing of
a $3.7 billion deal between Morocco’s Office Cherifien des Phosphates (OCP), the world’s largest
phosphate exporter and state-run
Ethiopian firm Chemical Industries
Corporation (CIC) to build a plant
to produce fertiliser.
Ethiopia, which is home to the
African Union headquarters, imports about 900,000 tonnes of fertiliser each year.

King Mohammed VI’s
visit to Addis Ababa
included the signing
of a $3.7 billion deal.
OCP, during King Mohammed
VI’s visit to Kigali in October, also
reached an agreement with Rwanda to build a blending unit.
“Morocco has taken a real bet on
Africa in the last few years thanks
to the king’s vision of the African
continent, which has witnessed a
sizeable economic growth in the

last decade,” said Rachid Boutti,
distinguished visiting professor at
Universidad de Las Palmas Gran
Canaria and professor at ENCG
Agadir.
Many Moroccan firms, including
builders, banks and insurers, have
invested in sub-Saharan Africa in
the past few years, making Morocco the second biggest African investor on the continent after South
Africa.

Many Moroccan
firms and banks have
invested in subSaharan Africa in the
past few years.
The North African kingdom has
targeted countries that support the
Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic,
such as Nigeria, Rwanda and Ethiopia, with investments and bilateral
cooperation.
Rabat officially requested to rejoin the African Union in September, 32 years after quitting the bloc
in protest over its decision to accept Western Sahara as a member.
Morocco annexed Western Sahara in 1975 and maintains that it is an
integral part of the kingdom. The
Polisario Front guerrillas began an
armed conflict with Morocco for an
independent state that lasted until the United Nations brokered a
ceasefire in 1991.
Rabat has proposed a form of
autonomy under Moroccan sovereignty for the vast territory, which
has fewer than 1 million inhabitants. The proposal was rejected by
the Algeria-backed Polisario Front,
which insists on the right of the
Sahrawi people to self-determina
tion in a UN-monitored vote.
“Morocco is well aware that Af-

King Mohammed VI of Morocco (L) stands with Ethiopia’s Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn
during his state visit to Ethiopia’s capital Addis Ababa, last November.
(Reuters)
rica has a huge potential at a time
Western Europe is witnessing an
economic slowdown. It has set
aside the political differences to focus on its south-south cooperation
strategy that looks very promising,” said Boutti.
“African leaders have appreciated Morocco’s business model that
has proved to be successful even
though the country does not have
natural resources,” he added.
Morocco and Nigeria have signed
an agreement to build a pipeline to
carry Nigerian natural gas to North
Africa and Europe.
The 4,000km pipeline, which
will be funded by the two coun-

tries’ sovereign wealth funds, is
seen as a major initiative to boost
energy production in Africa. It will
run along the West African coast
from Nigeria to Morocco. The exact
route is yet to be decided.
“The pipeline is set to change the
framework of more than 13 countries in Africa as well as the regional geopolitical sphere in which Morocco operates,” said analyst Manar
Slimi on Qadaya wa Arae, aired on
Al Aoula TV.
Algeria had talks with Nigeria as
far back as 2002 for a trans-Saharan
pipeline but the Algerian government was unable to finance the
project.

Moroccan firms seek to benefit
from African markets with large
populations such as Nigeria and
Ethiopia.
Tarik Atlati, president of the
Moroccan Centre for Strategic Research and Studies, told Qadaya
wa Arae that “Morocco is working
with a precise agenda at a deep
African level despite disruptions
from some countries,” a reference
to Algeria and South Africa, which
are trying to hamper Morocco’s bid
to rejoin the African Union.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly
on Maghreb issues.
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Fall of Aleppo a
major victory for
Assad but it has
a hollow ring
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

he Syrian regime’s impending conquest of Aleppo will be a major victory
for Bashar Assad but one
that was secured for him
by Russian air power and Iranianled militias to whom he is now beholden.
With much of the historic city
in ruins after months of relentless
bombardment, the Syrian president’s triumph has a hollow ring to
it.
Although it will give Assad control of Syria’s five main cities, it will
not bring stability to a country ravaged by nearly six years of internecine battles or signal the end of the
often-barbaric conflict in which a
ruling dynasty has made war on its
own people.
What the fall of Aleppo does
mean is that Russia and Iran have
tightened their grip on a country
that once portrayed itself as the
defender of the Arab world. Assad
cannot survive without them.
It also means that the Islamic Republic has moved one step closer to
its strategic objective of expanding
Shia power throughout the region
and that Russia has secured military bases in the Middle East that
advance President Vladimir Putin’s
quest to restore Moscow’s global
influence, which collapsed with the
dissolution of the Soviet Union in
1991.
Without doubt, the rebels’ loss of
the eastern sector of the city, which

they have held since mid-2012, is
a major defeat but those opposed
to Assad still hold large areas of
northern Syria, where an estimated
150,000 fighters are dug in. They are
supported by regional powers Saudi
Arabia, Qatar and Turkey, which
seek the downfall of the Assad regime and will continue to resist the
efforts of Russia and Iran to keep
him in power.
The war will go on. Already, Russian warplanes are pounding rebel
positions in Idlib province, which
neighbours Aleppo province.
“Idlib can no longer be considered
as a safe area,” rebel groups in Aleppo said in a statement on December
7th. “It is no longer able to contain
any more displaced people.”
With Assad’s forces, largely Iranian-backed militias led by Hezbollah’s elite Radwan Brigade, holding
an estimated 75% of eastern Aleppo
and tightening the noose around
the last pockets of rebel resistance,
it is only a matter of time before the
rebels’ last major urban stronghold
will be overrun.
Even so, opposition groups
launched a surprise offensive in
Syria’s eastern desert, with jihadist fighters reported within a few
kilometres of the ancient and much
abused city of Palmyra from which
they were ejected in March.
This underlined the capacity of
the jihadists and other anti-Assad
forces to continue the war.
The fall of the rebel bastion in
Aleppo will also have international
effects.
Since the war began in March
2011, triggered by the Damascus
regime’s brutal crackdown on

Syrian pro-government forces patrol an abandoned building in the newly retaken area of Sahat
al-Melh and Qasr al-Adly in Aleppo’s Old City, on December 8th.
protesters demanding political
and economic reforms, the United
States and the West have failed to
act to stop the slaughter.

The fall of Aleppo
means that Russia
and Iran have
tightened their grip
on Syria.
US President Barack Obama
was particularly averse to being
dragged into another Middle Eastern conflict, while Russia’s veto
power in the UN Security Council
effectively blocked any outside effort to end the bloodletting in
which an estimated 400,000 people have been killed and 10 million,
about half Syria’s pre-war population, have been displaced.
The massive wave of refugees
from the Syrian war and other Mid-

dle Eastern conflicts has swept towards Europe, instigating a sharp
political shift to the right that has
raised fears that the European Union could break up, long a strategic
objective of Russia.
Whether US President-elect Donald Trump will embrace a more active policy towards Syria remains
to be seen.
However, if the views of the
hard-line figures, including several
former generals, he is assembling
to run his administration are any
guide, US policy on Syria could
well take a sharp turn towards bolstering rebel forces or making new
moves to impede the expansionist
ambitions of Russia and Iran.
“Trump’s
determination
to
weaken Iran, which cannot be
done without reducing its influence in the Middle East, and especially in Syria, could also be used as
leverage to increase US support to
the rebels,” observed Beirut-based

(AFP)

analyst Haid Haid.
A pointer towards what may be
coming was a defence bill passed
by the Republican-majority US
Congress on December 2nd. It contains language that could authorise
the Trump administration to supply some Syrian rebel groups with
surface-to-air missiles. This would
give them, for the first time, weapons that could effectively counter
Russian and Syrian control of the
skies.
The Americans have shied away
from providing such potent weapons because of fears they could
fall into the hands of terrorists and
threaten commercial airliners.
“This provision could be the first
step towards a profound shift in
US policy,” Matt Schroeder of the
Geneva-based Small Arms Survey
warned.
Ed Blanche is the Analysis editor
of The Arab Weekly.

Assad retaking Syria would be an unbridled catastrophe

View poi nt

Stephen Starr

P

redicting any outcome
to the conflict in Syria
is a tricky pursuit but,
with the tide turning
for the Syrian government, how would the
country and wider region look in
ten years if Damascus were to
retake all territory it lost to rebel
groups and the Islamic State
(ISIS)?
The signs of this happening are
already there. The regime is
recapturing Aleppo street by
bloody street, having previously
ousted rebel forces from towns
around the capital such as Daraa
and Khan al-Shih in addition to
Tadmur in the east earlier this
year. Government forces are
pushing slowly if relentlessly
into eastern Ghouta outside
Damascus. A full sweep of
opposition-held areas in the
coming months must now be a
major consideration.
So, what might Syria, a Syria in
which President Bashar Assad
has regained territorial control,
look like a decade from now?
First, a win for Assad would
rule out a return of the 6 million
people who have fled since 2011.
The wealthiest Syrians left early
on as the revolution unfolded but
the middle-class brainpower and
labour force required to run a
post-war country disappeared
during the great migration to
Europe in 2015. Assad remaining
in power would ensure they
remain in Germany, Sweden,

A win for Assad would rule out a
return of the 6 million people
who have fled since 2011.

Austria and elsewhere
It would also mean that
international investors and
donor organisations, such as the
World Bank and International
Monetary Fund, would stay away
because of the regime’s abject
human rights record and
ingrained corruption. Many
post-conflict countries rely
heavily on injections of vast
amounts of foreign finance.
Reports suggest the cost of the
Syrian war — thus far — comes to
about $300 billion. For Assad’s
Syria, that essential financial aid
would not come — think presentday Somalia, not Bosnia.
And having backed from the
start the various rebel groups
that took on the Syrian government, traditional sources of
capital such as Qatari, Saudi and
other Gulf investment funds and
contractors would play no part in
financing the rebuilding of Syria.

That would mean no building
of new homes, water supply or
electricity systems and no new
hospitals or medical centres for
the millions of physically and
psychologically maimed Syrians.
With the economy gutted,
shabiha gangsters would rule the
street, extracting bribes from the
business owners who remain.
Damascus, once a leading centre
of Arab culture and thought,
would be gutted by hyperinflation.
The country’s great cities and
sites — Aleppo’s Old City, Palmyra
and Krak des Chevaliers — would
remain in ruins and subject to
low-level pillaging as the government would have no funds to
embark on reconstruction efforts
or to provide adequate security.
True, some small-scale UN-sponsored reconstruction efforts such
as the souq in Homs’ old city have
begun but the possibility of

Syrian residents of eastern rebel-held parts of Aleppo
walk through the Kadi Askar district as they leave their
homes for a safer place on November 30th.

(AFP)

A Syria
under Assad
would
remain a
breeding
ground for
extremists.

revenue from international or
local tourism would never
materialise.
Critically, a Syria under Assad
would remain a breeding ground
for extremists who could easily
expect to take up space at the
physical verges of the country.
For example, major centres of
opposition where the post-war
regime could not or would not
fully stamp its authority, places
such as Deir ez-Zor, Raqqa or
Idlib may simply be blasted to
pieces and left, leaving space for
jihadists to congregate and
scheme attacks on Iraqi, Syrian
and European populations.
For neighbouring Lebanon, a
failed Syrian state ruled by Assad
would be catastrophic. Freed
from the constraints of fighting
domestic rebel groups, Damascus
would once again turn its
attention to taking back political
control of its smaller neighbour
as it attempted for decades until
2005, only this time a battlehardened Hezbollah and Iran
both operating openly out of
Damascus would swamp all and
any opposition.
There is no crystal ball to tell
exactly how Syria will turn out
but it seems, tragically, that the
ideals — dignity and freedom —
called for in new Syria by the
brave protesters who took to the
streets of Daraa, Damascus and
elsewhere in 2011 may never be
realised.
Stephen Starr is an Irish
journalist who lived in Syria
from 2007-12. He is the author
of Revolt in Syria:
Eye-Witness to the Uprising
(Hurst, 2015).
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ISIS and Putin’s Machiavellian endgame in Syria
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

B

y all accounts, the Syrian
Army and its Russian allies will retake the dwindling rebel-held eastern
sector of Aleppo before
Donald Trump is sworn in as US
president on January 20th.
However, the Kremlin is looking for an endgame that will avoid
veto by the international community, one that involves saving what
remains of the historic city while
simultaneously empowering the
position of its allies in Damascus.
From Russia’s perspective, the
outcome of its relentless aerial
bombardment of eastern Aleppo
is to return to the negotiating table
and not to overrun the rebel bastion with a high-casualty ground
offensive for which the Syrians and
Iranians have been pressing since
mid-summer.
Moscow believes that reaching
an agreement with Syria’s armed
opposition in eastern Aleppo is
more beneficial than wiping them
out.
The reasons behind this logic are
many. First, while interested in restoring calm to most of Syria, Moscow implicitly wants two pockets
of the country to remain ablaze but
for only three players to stay on the
battlefield: the Syrian Army, the
Islamic State (ISIS) and the Jabhat
Fateh al-Sham, formerly known as
Jabhat al Nusra, al-Qaeda’s Syrian
wing.

The counter logic
means that if ISIS
stays, then so will
the regime.
To achieve that, Russia needs to
destroy most military groups and
to push those it allows to remain
into joining ISIS.
A prolonged war against terrorism will achieve many things; it
means the continuation of a Russian military presence in the Levant
and fits in with Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s logic that if Assad

goes, ISIS will overrun Damascus.
The counter logic means that if ISIS
stays, then so will the regime.
This explains why, instead of killing these forces, the Russians have
been transporting all opposition
fighters to Idlib in north-western
Syria.

Tolerating
autocracies is in,
especially if it means
keeping ISIS at bay.
Moscow’s game plan is Machiavellian in concept and envisages
something like perpetual conflict
but under controlled conditions
that will justify a muscular Russian
presence in the Levant.
It wants a lawless commune to
emerge in Idlib, unlike ISIS’s government in Raqqa which has a
functioning bureaucracy, intelligence service, media department
and a treasury oozing with oil
money.
Idlib city is ruled by an assortment of radical Islamic groups,
headed by Jabhat Fateh al-Sham,
and Moscow wants to make sure
that they get even more radical.
This is because the Russians believe that the more Islamist fanatics are shoved into Idlib, the more
a Taliban-like government will
emerge, sending shivers down the
spine of the international community.
Already, medieval-like schools
have mushroomed in the forsaken
town, offering elementary and secondary students nothing but hardline Salafist ideology.
Moscow will make sure that this
miserable mini-state will get plenty of media attention, with Assad’s
government lauded for standing up
to it — with Russian help, of course.
Under the plan, one day, when
relations between Washington and
Moscow are ripe, a joint alliance
will be created to defeat Jabhat
Fateh al-Sham in Idlib and ISIS in
Raqqa.
This will not be like the US-led
coalition that launched air strikes
against ISIS in September 2014 or
the Russian bombing campaign
that was triggered a year later,
whose objective at that time was to

A Russian soldier inspects the damage at a field hospital that was reportedly destroyed by rebel
shelling on December 5th, in the Furqan neighbourhood of the government-held side of west Aleppo.
(AFP)

save the regime rather than destroy
ISIS.
The Russians want to monopolise the future of Aleppo but want
it to be acknowledged by the international community as a Russianmade and world-approved endgame to the Syria war.
To do that they need time — at
least until next May — for François
Fillon to reach the Elysee Palace,
when he is expected to turn a new
page in Franco-Russian relations
with Syria at the epicentre. By
then Trump would have served his
first 100 days as US president and
will have the tools to negotiate on
Aleppo.
The Russians hope they can talk
Saudi Arabia into backing off from
supporting the rebels in exchange
for winning the war in Yemen on

their own doorstep and are already
talking business with Turkey’s Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
In addition to letting him invade
Jarabulus on the Syrian border in
August, the Russians are talking to
Erdogan’s proxies in Syria. In early
December, top Russian officers
met with ten Syrian armed groups
in Ankara, including the Turkishbacked Islamists of Ahrar al-Sham.
For more than a year Moscow has
refused to even recognise Ahrar alSham as a credible player, writing
it off as another face of ISIS. Russian diplomats worked feverishly
to prevent Ahrar al-Sham from attending the UN-mandated peace
talks in Geneva in January, with
little success.
In a clear message of appeasement to the Turks, they are offering

de facto recognition to the group,
possibly allowing it some kind of
role in administering local councils
of eastern Aleppo when the bombing stops.
Putin realises that the world has
changed dramatically since the
“Arab spring” of 2011. Supporting
regime change by outside force is
out; tolerating autocracies is in —
especially if it means keeping ISIS
at bay.
For better or worse, it is a completely new world out there and
Putin is ready for it. Once alone in
his unorthodox views, he now has
enthusiasts in the United States
and France rooting for him.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of Under the
Black Flag (IB Taurus, 2015).

Syria, Trump and shoulder-fired missiles

View poi nt

Bernd
Debusmann

O

n December 2nd, as
government forces
advanced on rebelheld districts of
Aleppo, the US House
of Representatives
opened the door to introducing
shoulder-fired, anti-aircraft
missiles into the Syrian war. The
move speaks volumes about the
sharply divergent views in
Washington on the conflict.
Ever since peaceful demonstrations against the rule of Syrian
President Bashar Assad morphed
into one of the bloodiest civil wars
in history, the Obama administration has gone to great lengths to
keep man-portable, air-defence
systems out of the conflict for fear
they would fall into the hands of
Islamic extremists and be used to
shoot down civilian airliners.
In a congressional conference to
match the wording of House and
Senate versions of a defence bill, a
clause providing for a ban on
transferring such weapons to “any
entity” in Syria was changed to
allowing their transfer to “the
vetted Syrian opposition”.
The driving force behind the
little-noticed change, congres-

Deep differences over how to
deal with Syria are certain to last
beyond the Obama
administration.

sional aides said, was Senator
John McCain, R-Arizona, chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee and a vocal proponent
of increased US military aid to
rebels fighting Assad’s forces.
McCain and others see parallels
between Syria today and Afghanistan in the 1980s, when Stinger
surface-to-air missiles supplied
by the United States to Afghan
resistance fighters turned the tide
of the war and hastened the
withdrawal of Soviet forces.
The Stingers proved deadly
against Soviet helicopter gunships. Similar missiles would be
just as deadly against the Syrian
Army helicopters that drop barrel
bombs on residential districts,
killing civilians and rebels alike. A
missile fired on a Russian aircraft
would also risk war between the
United States and Russia.
The prospect of US-backed
anti-aircraft missiles being
shipped to rebel fighters in Syria
appears remote, even though they
appear on the verge of defeat in
Aleppo.
But behind-closed-doors
wrangling that resulted in the
legislation indicates that deep
differences over how to deal with
Syria are certain to last beyond the
Obama administration. Will his
successor, Donald Trump, succeed
where US President Barack Obama
failed — working out a clear
strategy to help end the carnage?
There are reasons for doubt.

Trump has repeatedly said he
would end support for armed
groups fighting the Assad government. His statements on the
campaign trail boiled down to a
preference to fighting ISIS in
coordination with Russia, with
Assad staying in power.
In an interview with the Wall
Street Journal, Trump left no
doubt that he considers the Assad
government the legitimate force
holding power in Syria. “I’ve had
an opposite view of many people
regarding Syria,” he said. “My
attitude was you’re fighting Syria,
Syria is fighting (the Islamic State)
ISIS and you have to get rid of
ISIS. Russia is now totally aligned
with Syria… Now we are backing
rebels against Syria and we have
no idea who these people are.”
Note the wording: “rebels
against Syria” not “rebels against
Assad”.
Buoyed by this equation, the
Syrian leader described the United
States and Syria as “natural allies”
in the fight against “terrorists,” a
term used to describe all opposition against him.
Not everybody in Trump’s circle
of aides and advisers shares his
views on Syria. His choice for
vice-president, Mike Pence, said
in response to a television debate
question in October that the
United States “should be prepared
to use military force to strike
military targets of the Assad
regime to prevent them from this

The
prospect of
US-backed
anti-aircraft
missiles
being
shipped
to rebel
fighters
in Syria
appears
remote.

humanitarian crisis that is taking
place in Aleppo”. That remark
earned him a public rebuke from
Trump.
And while Trump’s choice to
head the Central Intelligence
Agency, US Representative Mike
Pompeo, R-Kansas, has been
critical of Russia’s role in Syria,
his national security adviser,
retired general Michael Flynn,
favours close cooperation with
Russian President Vladimir Putin
and sees the bombing of Syrian
cities as inevitable collateral
damage in the fight against
“radical Islam”.
That puts him at odds with
Trump’s choice for secretary of
Defense, retired general James
Mattis, who has condemned
Russia for “violations of international law” and has in the past
spoken up for continued backing
for anti-Assad rebels.
Trump, a New York real estate
billionaire with no foreign policy
expertise, says his business
success is evidence of superior
management and negotiating
skills. They will be put to the
world’s toughest test from
January 20th, when Trump
moves into the White House.
Bernd Debusmann is a writer on
foreign affairs based in Washington. He has reported from more
than 100 countries and was
wounded twice while covering
the civil war in Lebanon.
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GCC and Britain to expand security cooperation
The Arab Weekly staff

London

G

ulf Cooperation Council (GCC) members and
Britain plan to work together to counter Iran’s
“destabilising activities”
in a new strategic partnership.
British Prime Minister Theresa
May, who attended the annual GCC
summit December 6th-7th in Bahrain, stressed that the threat posed
by Iran was clear and that Britain
would work with Gulf Arab countries to counter Tehran’s “aggressive regional actions”.
“As we address new threats to our
security, so we must also continue
to confront state actors whose influence fuels instability in the region,” May said during a speech at
the summit.
“I want to assure you that I am
clear-eyed about the threat that
Iran poses to the Gulf and the wider
Middle East.”

The British prime
minister revealed
that Britain would
invest more than
$3.21 billion in
defence spending in
the Gulf.
Cooperation in the war against
terrorism also factored heavily in
May’s meetings with Gulf Arab
leaders. “Gulf security is our security,” she said in her speech, stressing that extremists were plotting
attacks in Europe as well as the
GCC.
“Whether we are confronting
the terrorism of al-Qaeda or the
murderous barbarity of Daesh, no
country is a more committed partner for you in this fight than the
United Kingdom,” May said, using
an Arabic acronym for the Islamic
State (ISIS).
May said Britain would invest
more than $3.21 billion in defence
spending in the Gulf, more than in
any other region.
A statement released at the end
of the summit said that, besides
security and military cooperation, increased trade would also be

Britain’s Prime Minister Theresa May (C) joins other leaders for a photo at the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) summit in Manama, Bahrain.
(Reuters)

sought between London and GCC
members.
“The leaders agreed to launch the
GCC-UK Strategic Partnership to
foster closer relations in all fields,
including political, defence, security and trade, as well as enhancing people-to-people contact and
developing collective approaches
to regional issues to advance their
shared interest in stability and
prosperity,” the statement said.
May’s visit came at a time of economic challenges for both Britain
and the GCC. May is facing increasing pressure at home over Brexit
in which Britain will leave the European Union. Unsure what postBrexit trade relations will look like

with the rest of Europe and facing
an uncertain foreign policy from
Donald Trump as US president,
Downing Street may be looking for
trade victories in the Middle East.
Due to low oil prices, the GCC
established significant austerity measures and began economic
initiatives intended to diversify its
members’ oil-heavy economies.
Analysts said a recent agreement
among members of the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) to cut production in an attempt to boost crude
oil prices would assist Arabian Gulf
countries in their diversification efforts.
As May returned to London,

comments by British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson during a conference in Milan surfaced in which
he accused Iran and Saudi Arabia
of engaging in a regional proxy war.
He was subsequently rebuked by
May.
“You’ve got the Saudis, Iran, everybody, moving in and puppeteering and playing proxy wars and it is
a tragedy to watch it,” Johnson said
in footage posted on the Guardian
newspaper’s website.
Helen Bower, May’s spokeswoman, said Johnson’s words did
not reflect Britain’s policy towards
Saudi Arabia.
“Those are the foreign secretary’s views. They are not the

government’s position on, for example, Saudi [Arabia] and its role
in the region.” Bower said, adding
that May had met with Saudi King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud at
the GCC summit.
May “set out very clearly the government’s view on our relationship
with Saudi Arabia, that it is a vital
partner for the UK, particularly on
counterterrorism”, Bower said.
Johnson was to visit Saudi Arabia this month, where, Bower said,
he “will have the opportunity to
set out the way the UK sees its relationship with Saudi [Arabia] and
the work we want to do with them
and other partners to bring an end
to the appalling conflict in Yemen”.

The stakes of the GCC summit
View poi nt

Khattar
Abou Diab

T

he strategic challenge
for Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries lies not in
strengthening post-oil
infrastructures but in
strengthening and defending the
position of the Gulf amid various
regional and international
schemes. To do that, there must
be in place a realistic minimal
level of common Arab concerted
effort.
Despite the difficult times it
faced the last few years, the GCC’s
capacity to survive and maintain
its cohesion is truly remarkable.
The GCC has been in place for 35
years while similar experiments
in forming regional Arab
organisations have withered away.
The Arab Union, for example,
disappeared in 1990 following
Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait and the
Arab Maghreb Union, created in
1989, has been frozen because of
the conflict between Algeria and
Morocco.
In the short run as well as in
the long run, the GCC remains a
necessity for the region. This is
why it would be useful to examine
its history to be able to think about
its future.

The GCC’s capacity to survive
and maintain its cohesion is
truly remarkable.

The GCC was founded in 1981 as
an answer to the security threat
to the Gulf countries created
by the war between Iraq and
Iran and by Iranian Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini’s regime.
Subsequent events in the region,
particularly the wars of 1990-91
and of 2003 against Iraq, proved
that the alliance was crucial to
the Gulf countries economically,
strategically and in terms of
security.
While it was natural for the
rich countries of the Gulf to come
together in the face of external
threats, a full economic and
political complementarity between
these countries remains out of
reach because of what Western
circles have described as “the fear
and precaution of the small Gulf
states from the older Saudi brother
and its leading role”.
Nevertheless, the political
leaderships in the Gulf consider
it essential to coordinate their
efforts when it comes to crucial
issues while still accepting each
other’s right to differ and be
different — witness for example
the differences in positions with
respect to the “Arab spring”
revolutions, Iran and the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt. The GCC
has, indeed, elaborated a strategy
based on remaining effective
regionally for the longest term
possible, which enabled it to
prevent Bahrain and, by extension

the other Gulf states, from being
swept by revolutionary winds
and to heavily weigh in saving the
Egyptian state in 2013.
New challenges, however,
are pushing the GCC countries
to lay out effective strategies
in tune with rapid changes
regionally and internationally.
The conflicts in Yemen, Syria and
Iraq and the recent difficulties
with Egypt call for a wider and
deeper coordination with other
Arab countries and possible
alliances with other Muslim states,
especially Turkey and Pakistan, in
the region, in addition to clarifying
relations with the international
powerhouses on the basis of
mutual interests.
Given the deteriorating
conditions in parts of the Arab
world, the Gulf countries have
become weary of their strategic
vulnerability created by, on the one
hand, the rise in regional power
and importance of Iran, Israel and
Turkey since the 2003 war on Iraq,
and, on the other, by the switch in
the United States’ support during
the Obama administration.
With the eastern Mediterranean
and the eastern Red Sea coming
into the equation, the strategic
security space of the Gulf extends
from the Levant to Bab el Mandab
strait and Djibouti. This is reason
enough to salvage Saudi-Egyptian
relations regardless of the
countries’ differences regarding

The Gulf
countries
have
become
weary
of their
strategic
vulnerability.

the situation in Syria.
With the United States, USGulf relations will remain vital
economically and strategically
despite US favouritism towards
Iran and the rise of Russia’s role
in the region. It is best, therefore,
not to wait for US President-elect
Donald Trump’s version of the US
strategy in the Gulf and the Middle
East and proceed with drawing
up a Saudi and Gulf vision of
relations with Washington based
on fighting terrorism, limiting
Iran’s expansionism and returning
to King Abdallah’s initiative for the
Arab-Israeli conflict.
Given their strategic position in
a fast-changing region, the GCC
countries must move quickly on
two major parallel tracks. The
first concerns strengthening their
capacities in all fields, not just
militarily, and focusing on fighting
terrorism and other threats to
their national security. The second
track regards fixing the flaws in the
composition of their populations.
Of course, other factors, such as
quickly responding to changes in
US and European policies in the
region as well as strengthening
relations with Asian and Islamic
countries to counterbalance the
role of Western powers, remain no
less important.
Khattar Abou Diab is a professor
of geopolitical sciences at the Paris
Centre for Geopolitics.
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The wages of war

T

he costs of continuing conflicts in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region are steep, socially
corrosive and capable of crushing the hopes and
aspirations of generations to come.
Home to just 5% of the world’s population, the
region was bloodied by 17.6% of all global conflicts
between 1948 and 2014. As of 2014, it accounted
for 45% of all terrorist attacks, 57.5% of all refugees, 47% of the
internally displaced and 68.5% of battle-related deaths.
These statistics, put out by the United Nations in its sixth
Arab Human Development Report, are the latest freeze-frame
snapshot in the slow-motion disaster movie that continues to
unfold in the MENA region.
In the past decade or so, things have become worse. Just after
the turn of the millennium, when the United Nations’ first Arab
Human Development Report was published, five of 22 Arab
countries were afflicted by conflict. Today, that number stands
at 11.
How long will this period of multiple conflicts last? How long
can it last? The report does not say, only offering the dispiriting
prediction that, by 2020, nearly three out of four Arabs could be
“living in countries vulnerable to conflict”. This means that the
factors that fuel the region’s conflicts are likely to endure if not
worsen.
First, there is the sense of historical injustice, which is
particularly manifest in the daily outrages suffered by the
Palestinians. The problem, which has festered for decades,
continues to feed into the narrative of extremists of all stripes.
A fair and lasting solution would go a long way towards easing
tensions.
Add to that the sectarian divides stoked by regional powers,
especially Iran, and the brew becomes ever more incendiary.
This is especially so when religion is being used and abused to
advance dangerously destructive arguments by extremist
actors who claim to possess the absolute and non-negotiable
truth.
Whatever the remedy, it is emphatically not Western military
interventions, which have all too often made conflicts bloodier
and more protracted.
Countries of the region must take ownership of their own
problems. While much of the planet considers innovative ways
to move forward, far too many MENA countries seem unable to
shake off the inherited habits of old colonial administrations
and the hyper-centralised mores of the post-independence
states. The UN report highlights the need to take into consideration the root causes of domestic turmoil that has shaken
many parts of the region since 2011.
One of the unavoidable fallouts of the rise of conflict in the
region is increased military spending. Since 2009, such spending has risen about 21%. This has meant reduced investment in
education, health care, infrastructure and the productive
sectors. Conflicts and constrained development create a
self-perpetuating spiral.
Where do we go from here? Beyond the tragic and mounting
tolls in the region’s hottest of hot wars, Syria, Libya, Iraq and
Yemen, there is a sense of a region on the brink. Pulling back
must be a concerted and deliberate effort.
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Sarkozy
and
Hollande
symbolise
the
downfall
of France
and
perhaps
even of all
of Europe.

J

acques Chirac was the
last real president of
France. Since he left the
Elysée Palace in 2007,
France has lost what
remained of its prestige
both locally and internationally.
France has lost a great deal of its
aura and greatness.
During Chirac’s presidency,
France played a leading role
in helping Lebanon regain its
balance at a time when Iran
was trying to gain custody
of the country following the
withdrawal of Syrian troops
two-and-a-half months after the
assassination of Rafik Hariri.
It is going to be difficult for
France to regain its prestige.
Nicolas Sarkozy’s foreign policy
choices were catastrophic.
He tried to rehabilitate Syrian
President Bashar Assad and
invited him to Paris. France’s
foreign policy choices under
Sarkozy had nothing to do
with principles even though
French leaders were well aware
of the situation in Syria. It was
an opportunistic policy and
nothing more and we can find
proof of that in the many money
scandals, including the one
with Libya, that have tarnished
Sarkozy’s presidency.
No French president with a
hint of common sense would
dare invite Assad to the
celebrations of French National
Day after Hariri’s assassination.
Not only did Sarkozy do that,
he also decided to maintain
relations with the Assad regime
in the hope of removing it from
Iran’s circle of influence.
Chirac at least had some
principles. He knew that the
Syrian regime was guilty at
the least of covering up for the
killing of Hariri and that the main
objective behind the heinous
crime was for the Syrian regime
to gain control of Lebanon.
The repercussions of Hariri’s
assassination are still felt today.
With Sarkozy, France was open
for all kinds of shady businesses.
For him, everything could be
bought or sold. Since Sarkozy’s
term as president, France has
been slipping downward to reach
rock bottom during François
Hollande’s term, who did not
dare run for a second one. This is
a rare event in France’s history.
To discover who this man who
gained power by pretending
to be a socialist really was, all
we have to do is read Valérie
Trierweiler’s entertaining book

about her ex-companion and
his time at the Elysée. France’s
socialist president looks down
on the poor and calls them
“toothless”. Hollande had left his
first companion, Ségolène Royal,
for this woman and he has had
four children with her. She writes
that the socialist president likes
to eat only in top-rated, high-end
restaurants.
Sarkozy and Hollande
symbolise the downfall of
France and perhaps even of all
of Europe. With the exception
of Germany, Europe is no longer
important at an international
level. Germany is powerful
economically but very careful
in its foreign policy. One can
see the reflection of this policy
in Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
avoidance to confront Russian
President Vladimir Putin and his
expansionist plans in Syria.
Conditions in Europe are going
to worsen. François Fillon will
most likely replace Hollande.
He is unfortunately without
charisma and has nothing to
do with France’s republican
principles. He is one of those
who were deceived into believing
that the Syrian regime was
fighting terrorism instead of
killing its own people. Should
Marine Le Pen win the coming
elections, France will really go to
the pits.
The time of charismatic
leaders in Europe is gone. The
Syrian crisis has revealed how
insignificant France has become.
Even in Britain, the last Brexit
poll has shown how ordinary this
once-great country has become.
During the eight years of
US President Barack Obama’s
administration, Europe and
NATO no longer occupied
a central role in US foreign
policy. Obama allowed Putin to
ridicule NATO and run wild. He
destabilised Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan and
pushed him in the arms of Iran
and Russia.
For the first time since the
second world war, there is no
longer a common EuropeanAmerican security. One wonders
if Obama really has done all of
that and cut down France’s role
in the world. It is as if the real
winner of the cold war was Putin.
And, of course, Iran is free to
expand where it wants with no
questions asked.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese journalist.
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The authoritarian status quo in the Middle East

Mark N. Katz

It is possible
that the
Middle East
may move
towards an
era of
authoritarian
stability.

E

ver since coming to
power at the turn of
the century, Russian
President Vladimir
Putin has supported
the status quo in the
Middle East. He has backed the
region’s existing governments,
whether authoritarian or democratic, whether anti-Western or
pro-Western. Putin has been
willing to work and make deals
with them all. What he has
opposed is the forcible downfall
of authoritarian regimes by
external or internal forces
demanding democratisation.
Putin’s policy stands in stark
contrast to that of former US
president George W. Bush, whose
administration intervened
militarily to oust Russia’s friend,
Saddam Hussein, in Iraq and
called for the democratisation
of the greater Middle East and
of US President Barack Obama,
who supported most of the “Arab
spring” revolutions against
authoritarian regimes in Tunisia,
Egypt, Yemen, Libya and Syria. The
result was considerable animosity
between Washington and Moscow
over the Middle East.
US President-elect Donald
Trump, however, appears to
have no interest in promoting
democracy in the Middle East
and has expressed sympathy with
Putin’s view that the Assad regime
in Syria is more acceptable than
any replacement regime, which
would likely be both anti-Western
and anti-Russian and not at all
democratic.
Trump sees Putin as a partner
in Syria and both men appear to
see eye-to-eye with certain other
regional leaders as well. Egyptian
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi has
taken great offence at Obama’s
criticism of his curtailment of
democracy and human rights,
while valuing Putin for supporting
him. Sisi expects Trump to do so
as well.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu has had a notoriously
bad relationship with Obama
but quite positive relations with
Putin. As long as Iran is present in
Syria, Israel prefers that Russian

forces are there as a check on
Tehran. The Trump-Netanyahu
relationship will almost certainly
be much warmer than the ObamaNetanyahu one.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan had friendlier relations
with Putin than with either Bush,
due to US support for Iraqi Kurds,
or Obama, who supports the
Syrian Kurds. After overcoming
the crisis caused by the shooting
down of a Russian plane on the
Turkish-Syrian border in November
2015, Erdogan’s ties to Putin have
improved. Like Putin, Trump
seems much more understanding
of Erdogan’s crackdown than
Obama has been.
The Gulf Arab states were
unhappy with Bush for intervening
in Iraq in 2003 and upsetting the
Middle East’s authoritarian order
and with Obama for doing the same
by withdrawing from Iraq in 2011.
They also feared Obama’s push for
a nuclear accord with Iran. Despite
their differences over Syria and
Iran, the Gulf Arabs value Putin’s
actual and Trump’s anticipated
respect for the existing order on
the Arabian Peninsula. They are
also happy that Trump is far more
hostile towards Iran than Obama is.
Some Gulf Arab states agree with
Israel that they are better off with
Russian forces in Syria keeping the
Iranians in check; they may even
come to accept Moscow’s argument
that having Bashar Assad as
president of Syria is better than the
most likely alternative.
With Putin and Trump willing to
cooperate with each other and the
authoritarian leaders of the region,
it is possible that the Middle East
may move away from the turmoil
it has experienced during the
Bush and Obama administrations
towards an era of authoritarian
stability.
Of course, not all Middle East
conflicts will disappear even under
these circumstances. The IsraeliPalestinian conflict, Saudi-Iranian
rivalry and the challenge of Kurdish
nationalism, among others, remain.
However, with most external
powers unwilling to help the
Palestinians, Israel will retain the
upper hand. If Turkish-Russian

An October 2016 file picture shows Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan (R) talking with Russian President Vladimir Putin
during the 23rd World Energy Congress in Istanbul.
(AFP)
relations continue to improve and
Trump and Putin do cooperate on
Syria, it is possible that external
assistance to Syrian Kurds will
decline.
Finally, Saudi military
exhaustion in Yemen combined
with reassurance that Trump will
take a harder line towards Iran may
result in Riyadh seeking to ratchet
down its conflict with Tehran.
How Iran will react to this
new situation is unclear but an
improved Russian-US relationship
under Trump may make Putin more
willing to cooperate in restraining
hostile Iranian actions.
So, could the Middle East
actually become more peaceful
with improved Russian-US
relations as both Moscow and
Washington support the region’s
authoritarian order?
Maybe but, then again, maybe
not. The trouble with authoritarian
leaders, as the Putin-Erdogan
falling out in November 2015
showed, is that their relationships
can deteriorate very rapidly when

they disagree.
Another factor is that
leaders, whether authoritarian
or democratic, who behave
confrontationally instead of
reassuringly are highly likely to
disagree. Putin and Trump, for
example, want to get along with
each other now but this desire
might not survive a major (or even
a minor) disagreement.
Nor must it be forgotten that
authoritarian regimes may be
stable for a long time but suddenly
become unstable, as the “Arab
spring” uprisings showed.
There is no guarantee, then, that
a peaceful authoritarian order can
be maintained in the Middle East
even if Trump and Putin cooperate
with each other in supporting it but
even more so if they do not.
Mark N. Katz is a professor of
government and politics at George
Mason University in the United
States. Links to his recent articles
can be found at
www.marknkatz.com.

The US pivot from the Middle East will continue

Mark Habeeb

It appears
that Trump
intends to
continue the
policy of US
disengagement
from the
Middle East.

D

onald Trump’s
election as president
of the United States
has created global
uncertainty about the
direction of US
foreign policy. US allies in NATO
are anxious about whether
America will remain committed to
European security and US trading
partners in Asia are reassessing
their relationship with Washington in light of Trump’s pledge to
kill the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) trade agreement.
Even neighbourly Canada and
Mexico, the United States’ biggest
trading partners, are considering
the potential consequences of
Trump’s vow to renegotiate
the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA).
Middle East states also face
uncertainties in terms of specific
policies and relationships but at the
most fundamental level, Trump’s
foreign policy is likely to continue
the strategic pivot away from
the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region that began under US
President Barack Obama.
The difference — and it is an
important one — is how this pivot is
carried out.
Obama entered office in 2009
determined to end a decade
of costly and ineffective US
engagement in the Middle East,
an engagement that was primarily
military in nature and that aimed to
establish democratic, pro-Western
governments.
In the 1970s, the United States
cut and ran from South-East Asia
following military failure, resulting
in a North Vietnamese victory,

the genocidal Pol Pot regime in
Cambodia and a migration crisis
as hundreds of thousands of boat
people fled the region.
US strategic interests in SouthEast Asia, however, were never
as vital as are US interests in the
Middle East and Obama never
considered a similar cut-and-run
strategy. Rather, he wanted a
negotiated US withdrawal from
the region that would leave behind
a level of stability that would
continue to protect US interests.
Obama’s strategy involved 1) an
agreement with Tehran to prevent
Iran from developing nuclear
weapons and induce the Islamic
Republic to become a responsible
regional actor; 2) a permanent
peace agreement between Israel
and the Palestinians; and 3) a
multilateral response to crises so
the United States did not bear the
sole burden.
Obama’s strategy may have
worked except for one huge
unforeseen event: The “Arab
spring” that erupted in 2011.
Suddenly, Washington was faced
with crises in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya
and Syria. The ensuing chaos
helped fuel the rise of the Islamic
State (ISIS) and provided Israel’s
Binyamin Netanyahu the perfect
excuse to dig in his heels on the
peace process.
Despite the growing disorder,
Obama signalled clearly — perhaps
too clearly — that direct US military
involvement would be minimal —
consistent with the disengagement
strategy — thus opening the door
for Russia’s Vladimir Putin to insert
Russian forces in Syria and become
the region’s most important

external player.
The fact that Russia, with
its feeble economy, declining
population and lack of a blue water
navy, is the most powerful external
actor in the Middle East says a great
deal about the consequences of US
disengagement.
Obama’s one success — the
agreement with Iran — was a
partial one, in that it was fiercely
opposed by US allies Saudi Arabia
and Israel, and the verdict is still
out on whether it will constrain
or embolden Iran. One thing is
undebatable: Tehran is a more
powerful regional actor today than
it was in 2009.
There is no reason to believe
that President Trump will reverse
Obama’s policy of disengagement
from the Middle East. Like Obama,
he opposes direct US military
involvement and supports
expanded domestic energy
production to lessen dependence
on imports.
What will differ is the way Trump
carries out the disengagement.
Trump seems more amenable
to Russia’s key role in the region
and has advocated for closer
cooperation with Moscow in Syria
and in fighting ISIS. Indeed, Putin
must have been smiling when the
results came in after the election
November 8th but he was not the
only one: Syria’s Bashar Assad
surely sighed with relief when he
learned that Hillary Clinton, who
had spoken of no-fly zones over
Syria, had gone down in defeat.
Netanyahu was smiling, too:
Although Trump told the New York
Times that he wanted to achieve
Israeli-Palestinian peace, he

suggested that his son-in-law, Jared
Kushner, would be a good potential
mediator. Kushner is publisher of
the fiercely pro-Israel New York
Observer, a newspaper that has
called Israel’s occupation a “false
notion” and published articles
equating pro-Palestinian student
activists on US campuses with
“Nazi Brown Shirts”.
Trump’s newly named national
security adviser, Michael Flynn, is a
big fan of Turkey’s President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, who, along with
Egypt’s Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, also
woke up happy on November 9th.
So where is the strategy in
all this? It appears that Trump
intends to continue the policy of
US disengagement from the Middle
East by outsourcing the region’s
stability to a coalition of strong
local actors, plus Putin.
Trump condemned Obama’s
nuclear deal with Iran but is
unlikely to abandon it; he should
be able to grasp that if he does,
Tehran will be strengthened, not
weakened. He had criticised Saudi
Arabia and the Gulf Cooperation
Council view earlier this year.
There is no doubt that Trump,
like Obama, will face unforeseen
events in the next four years. Given
his volatile temperament, no one
can wager how he may respond to
any specific surprise.
One thing, however, seems clear:
The US pivot away from the Middle
East will continue.
Mark Habeeb is East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown University
in Washington.
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Iraqi air strike kills dozens of civilians, lawmakers say
The Arab Weekly staff

London

I

raq’s parliament speaker said
he was holding the Iraqi government responsible for an air
strike that killed and wounded
“dozens” of civilians in the
Islamic State-held town of Qaim,
near the Syrian border.
“The air strike hit unarmed civilians in shopping centres in Qaim
and caused the killing and wounding of dozens of them,” Speaker
Salim al-Jabouri said in a statement, calling the incident a “crime”
and saying the perpetrators should
be punished.
He demanded an immediate investigation into the attack.
The government said fighter jets
targeted Islamic State (ISIS) militants in two houses in Qaim but
denied civilians were present. Mohammed al-Karboli, a Sunni lawmaker, however, said the jets hit
three markets in Qaim during rush
hour, killing and wounding 80 people. He did not cite his sources for
the information.

Iraqi parliament
speaker demands
inquiry into civilian
deaths in Qaim.
The ISIS-linked Aamaq news
agency released a nearly 2-minutelong video, which the Iraqi government claimed was a fabrication,
purporting to show the aftermath
of the strike. The footage shows
bearded men rushing towards a
scene in which dozens of cars were
on fire and buildings appeared
damaged. Several bodies, some
burned, were seen on the ground.

The Iraqi Defence Ministry’s media office said jets attacked two
houses, where up to 65 ISIS fighters
had gathered, based on “accurate
intelligence from our sources in the
region”.
Qaim, 320km west of Baghdad,
is among several small towns in
western Anbar province still ruled
by ISIS.

Iraqi troops pulled
out from Mosul
hospital after fierce
battle.
Iraqi forces have pushed ISIS out
of most of Anbar over the past year.
Since starting an offensive on October 17th to oust ISIS from Mosul,
Iraqi forces say they have recaptured almost half of eastern Mosul
and are edging towards the Tigris
river that divides it.
Iraqi troops, who briefly seized
a Mosul hospital believed to be
used as an ISIS base, were forced to
withdraw from the site but established a base for tanks nearby after
days of fierce back-and-forth fighting, residents said.
Coalition warplanes, at Iraq’s request, struck a building inside the
hospital complex from which the
militants were firing machine guns
and rocket-propelled grenades, the
coalition said.
Iraqi military spokesmen have
said little about fighting around the
hospital, stressing instead gains
they said were being made in other
parts of eastern Mosul, including
the Ilam neighbourhood a few districts north-east.
In another part of Mosul recaptured by government troops, Iraqi
police fired shots in the air and
threatened to whip crowds with a
hose as residents tried to overrun
the first distribution of aid by UN

agencies inside the city.
The United Nations scrambled to
find enough land to shelter those
displaced by the fighting, Bruno
Geddo, the head of the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees in Iraq,
told the Associated Press. About
82,000 people have fled the city
since the offensive began, Geddo
said.
Human Rights Watch (HRW)
said Iraq’s Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) was harming the
recovery efforts of the country’s
Yazidi minority, which was targeted by ISIS.
HRW said restrictions imposed
by the KRG on the Yazidis were
“disproportionate to any possible
security considerations [and] are

causing unnecessary harm to people’s access to food, water, livelihoods and other fundamental
rights”.
“The KRG should be working to
facilitate access to Sinjar for the
hundreds of Yazidi civilians wishing to return to their homes, not
adding more barriers to their recovery,” HRW said.
In another development, Britain’s foreign intelligence chief said
ISIS was plotting attacks against
the United Kingdom.
“As I speak, the highly organised
external attack planning structures
within Daesh (ISIS), even as they
face military threat, are plotting
ways to project violence against
the UK and our allies without ever

having to leave Syria,” MI6 Chief
Alex Younger said in London.
In a newly released video, ISIS
called on its followers to carry out
attacks in Bahrain for being part
of the international anti-ISIS coalition.
ISIS propaganda has waned as
the extremists lose territory in Iraq
and Syria under the onslaught of a
US-led campaign. Bahrain is part of
the coalition.
A senior US military official said
that at least 50,000 ISIS militants
have been killed by the coalition
since it began operations in Iraq
and Syria in late 2014.
The Arab Weekly staff and news
agencies.

Iraq’s Shia militias could prove bigger test than Mosul
Stephen Kalin

Baghdad

I

n early June, two Iranianbacked Shia militias under the
nominal control of the Iraqi
government stormed into an
Iraqi military airbase north of
Baghdad. Driving armoured vehicles and wielding rocket launchers,
they took over a building on the
base.
The Iraqi commander at the base,
near the town of Balad, asked the
militiamen to leave but they ignored him as well as orders from
the central government in Baghdad,
two army officers in the Saladin
Operations Command, the regional
military headquarters, said.
The June standoff grounded four
Iraqi F-16 fighter jets and pushed
more than a dozen US contractors,
who were there to help local pilots
bomb Islamic State (ISIS) militants,
to flee, the officers and an Iraqi military intelligence source said.

The Iraqi
government knows
it needs eventually
to bring the Shia
militias under
greater control.
It also underscored one of the biggest challenges ahead for Iraq.
Iraq is battling ISIS for the northern city of Mosul. In that struggle,
government troops are fighting
alongside the country’s Shia militias, as well as Kurdish and US
forces.
However, the government of
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi
knows that, even if it defeats ISIS,
it needs to bring the Shia militias
under greater control. Iraqi and

Western officials alike say episodes
such as the one in Balad raise serious questions about Abadi’s ability
to do that.
The militias came together in
2014 after ISIS seized one-third of
Iraq. Officially, the militias form a
government-backed popular fighting group called the Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF), which has
been instrumental in protecting
Baghdad and pushing back ISIS.
The militias have also created
headaches for the government.
Many of them have ties to Iran and
have vast military and political influence. Sunni Iraqis and human
rights groups have accused some of
rights violations, torture and killings.
The militias deny the charges of
abuses and say they are simply battling ISIS.
At the Balad airbase in June, Iraqi
Army troops dealt with the rogue
fighters by walling off the section of
the base they had seized. The fighters eventually agreed to leave for a
local farm after the intervention of
their boss, Qais al-Khazali. He leads
Asaib Ahl al-Haq, one of Iraq’s fiercest Shia militias.
Abadi has promised to rein in the
militias. Technically, the PMF reports to the prime minister through
long-time national security adviser
Falah al-Fayyad. Other Hashid leaders have official positions. Spokesman Ahmed al-Assadi, for example,
is a lawmaker.
But Western diplomats say money for Shia fighters is regularly
dispensed through commanders,
giving them de facto control of the
purse strings, and the PMF routinely presents itself as loyal to the
Iraqi people rather than the state.
Fayyad’s deputy, Abu Mahdi alMuhandis — many militia members
see him as the PMF’s real leader — is
a veteran commander with longstanding ties to Iran.
Iraqi and Western officials say

Shia fighters from the Popular Mobilisation Forces sit in the back of a lorry near the village of Ayn
Nasir, south of Mosul, on December 4th.
(AFP)
Abadi is too weak to take on the militias directly. When he first came to
power in 2014, the prime minister
tried to integrate the PMF into the
regular security forces but that plan
quickly died.
Now he is pursuing a softer approach. In February, he issued an
executive order meant to nudge
militias into accepting government
control. Diwan Order 91 directs
the PMF to become “an independent military formation, part of the
Iraqi armed forces and linked to the
commander-in-chief of the armed
forces… on the current model of
the counterterrorism service.” In
November, parliament passed a law
to that effect. It also calls on fighters
to cut party affiliations and refrain

from practising politics.
The militias control at least half a
dozen prisons, local officials, police
and army sources said. One is in Jurf
al-Sakhar, a town south of Baghdad
that was captured by security forces
and militia fighters in 2014.
A national security official said
the town and surrounding area is
controlled by Kataib Hezbollah, one
of the most secretive of the Shia militias in the PMF. The US Treasury
calls the group a terrorist organisation.
Ahmed Salmani, a lawmaker from
the nearby Sunni town of Qaim, said
about 2,200 people are being held
there. He said he had discussed
their fate, including incidents of
torture, with the Defence and Inte-

rior ministries as well as Abadi.
Kataib Hezbollah spokesman
Jaafar Hussaini said reports of secret prisons were “baseless and a
shameless attempt to distort the
image of Kataib”.
Western diplomats say the PMF’s
ranks could be halved if Iraq defeats
ISIS but they also fear a hard core
could evolve into something resembling Iran’s elite Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps. That would help
cement the influence Tehran has
gained in Iraq.
Militia leaders themselves are
split, with some suggesting they
will not lay down their arms even if
ISIS is defeated.
(Reuters)
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As Iraq’s Kurds eye statehood, a border takes shape
Brian Rohan
and Balint Szlanko

Makhmur

T

he sand berms and
trenches that snake across
northern Iraq stretch
towards Syria, some accompanied by newly
paved roads lit by street lamps and
sprawling checkpoints decked with
Kurdish flags. The fighters here insist it is not the border of a newly
independent state but in the chaos
of Iraq that could change.
Construction began in 2014,
when this marked the front line
between US-backed Kurdish forces, known as the peshmerga, and
the Islamic State (ISIS), which had
swept across northern Iraq that
summer, routing the Iraqi Army
and threatening the Kurdish autonomous region.
Since then, a more permanent
boundary has taken shape as Kurdish aspirations for outright independence have grown. The frontier
could mark the fault line of a new
conflict in Iraq once the extremists
are defeated. A similar process is
under way in Syria, where Syrian
Kurdish forces have seized large
swathes of land from ISIS.

The frontier could
mark the fault line
of a new conflict in
Iraq once ISIS
extremists are
defeated.
“It was our front line, now it’s our
border and we will stay forever,”
said peshmerga commander and
business magnate Sirwan Barzani.
He is among a growing number of
Kurdish leaders, including his uncle — Kurdistan Regional Government President Masoud Barzani —
who say that lands taken from ISIS
will remain in Kurdish hands.
The Kurds have been at loggerheads with the Baghdad government over the disputed territories

— lands stretching across northern
and eastern Iraq — since the 2003
US-led invasion. Article 140 of the
Iraqi constitution says their fate
should be decided by a referendum
but such a vote has yet to be carried
out and as the Iraqi Army collapsed
in 2014, the Kurds moved in.
They took control of the long-disputed northern city of Kirkuk that
summer, ostensibly to protect it
from ISIS. Since then, with the aid
of US-led air strikes, the Kurds have
taken territory equivalent to 50%
of their recognised autonomous
region.
“After the defeat of ISIS, Sunnis
will dispute the Kurdish claims, the
Shias in Baghdad will dispute both
the Sunni claims and the Kurdish claims and the possibility of
conflict there is real,” said Anwar
Anaid, dean of social sciences at
the University of Kurdistan Hewler.
“What happens on the ground depends on the circumstances. There
is a real Kurdish wish to go for independence.”
Peshmerga commander Aref Taymour said that once ISIS is driven
from the northern city of Mosul,
the Kurds will negotiate a new border with Baghdad but he added
that of “lands that have been liberated by blood, we have no intention
to give them back to the federal
government”.
Another Kurdish official, Dishad
Mawlod, was even more direct,
describing the fortifications as the
“future borders of Kurdistan”.
“We’re not violating any international laws, nor are we occupying
anyone’s land,” he said.
Sirwan Barzani said the Kurds no
longer trust the Iraqi Army to defend the country, after it lost nearly
one-third of it to ISIS two-and-ahalf years ago.
“Of course there will be another
Daesh,” he said, referring to ISIS by
its Arabic acronym. “None of the
internal Iraqi issues have been resolved,” he added, saying the Kurds
“will be ready”. In the meantime,
he hopes for talks on independence
as early as next year.
“It’s a bad marriage. Let’s get a
divorce,” he said.
The Baghdad government is

A long trench dug by Kurdish forces to demarcate their border, is seen at an open field in the Nineveh
plain, north-east of Mosul.
(AP)
staunchly opposed to Kurdish independence and Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi says he expects
the Kurds to abide by an agreement
that they withdraw from areas captured since the start of the Mosul
operation in October.
“Some Kurdish politicians are
saying otherwise but they are not
responsible people and they are not
controlling events on the ground,”
Abadi said in a recent interview.
The two sides have set the dis-

pute aside as they work together
to drive ISIS from Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city, but the construction along the frontier is continuing. On one road south of Mosul,
peshmerga fighters built cinderblock stairways leading to offices in
trailers and guard posts were being
set up further along the line.
Aware of the sensitivities, Iraqi
soldiers and Kurdish fighters stationed along the frontier were reluctant to speak about the matter.

“You can’t take pictures and,
whatever you do, don’t call this a
border,” a peshmerga fighter said as
he came sauntering out of a checkpoint complex along the frontier.
He refused to give his name.
At a nearby army position, Iraqi
soldier Hussein Jassem acknowledged that “there is a border between us and the peshmerga”. He
declined to comment further.
(The Associated Press)

Iraq’s woes deepen as Kurds, Turkey vie for land
View poi nt

Harvey
Morris

A

uthorities in Baghdad and Erbil have
been attempting to
smooth the latest
divisions to surface
over the slow-moving battle for Mosul in which
Kurdish advances on the ground
have been portrayed as a landgrab to extend the borders of the
Kurdistan Regional Government
(KRG).
KRG President Masoud Barzani
caused consternation in November
when he was quoted as saying,
during a victory visit to the liberated town of Bashiqa, that the
Kurds would hold on to territory
they seized in the battle against
the Islamic State (ISIS) without a
referendum of the local population.
The speech came amid renewed
talk of independence for the Kurdish autonomous region in northern Iraq, an issue that was shelved
when ISIS invaded Iraqi territory
in 2014.
The Kurdish leadership backtracked, insisting Barzani had been
misinterpreted in Arab reports
of his comments and Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi stepped
in to cool the furore.
He said he had an agreement
with the KRG that it would withdraw from territory it had taken

The Kurds fear they will be
denied the benefits of their
struggle once the war is over.

since the start of the Mosul operation and had no reason to believe
the Kurds would not abide by it.
Abadi blamed the confusion on
inter-Kurdish rivalry. “It’s not my
job to take advantage of these differences,” he told the Associated
Press (AP) in Baghdad.
The essence of the Erbil-Baghdad agreement was that peshmerga forces could remain in disputed
areas they had seized from ISIS
prior to the Mosul campaign,
subject to a referendum among
the population sometime in the
future, but they should eventually
relinquish any territory they took
during the battle for the city.
The KRG has never staked any
claim to the overwhelmingly Arab
city of Mosul but it has long complained that the disputed areas are
traditionally Kurdish territories
that were forcibly settled by Arabs
from the Saddam Hussein era.
In newly liberated territory, the
peshmerga has been accused of
using the excuse of rooting out
ISIS and its sympathisers to oust
sections of the Arab population
that have no connection to the
jihadists.
During Abadi’s interview with
the AP, he reflected the reality
that the central government needs
the Kurds in the continuing war
against ISIS and with Nuri alMaliki, his predecessor and rival,
snapping at his heels, he cannot
afford a deterioration in relations
with Erbil.
Maliki has been sniping at Abadi
from the political sidelines over

the conduct of the Mosul campaign, which began on October
17th, and has accused him of
allowing the KRG’s peshmerga to
seize disputed territory in Nineveh
province.
The Kurds, with many historical
precedents on their side, fear that
they will be denied the benefits of
their struggle once the war is over
but, as always, internal divisions
present just as big a threat as the
machinations of their ever-suspicious Arab neighbours.
In Syria, there were reports in
November of demonstrations and
clashes involving elements close
to Barzani’s Kurdistan Democratic
Party (KDP) and the rival and
dominant Democratic Union Party
(PYD).
The Barzani-sponsored Kurdish
National Council claimed one of its
offices had been attacked by PYD
security forces and its flags had
been set afire.
Aside from these inter-Kurdish
tensions, renewed suspicions have
been aroused about the dependability of the Kurds amid reports
that the PYD is taking advantage of
a Russian-backed Syrian government offensive to extend its own
territory in the embattled northern
city of Aleppo.
As Russian-backed Syrian government forces advanced in the
east, Kurdish fighters belonging to
the PYD’s People’s Protection Units
occupied territory abandoned by
rebel forces, leading to inevitable
accusations that they were collaborating with the regime.

If the
Kurds are
on the
advance
in Iraq and
Syria, they
are on the
defensive
in Turkey.

Another interpretation could be
that the Kurds were simply putting
their interests first, rather than
pursuing the agenda of other Syrian rebel factions that have tried to
squeeze them out of the political
and military process.
If the Kurds are on the advance
in Iraq and Syria, they are on the
defensive in Turkey where President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has
exploited a failed coup in July to
crack down on Kurdish groups and
other internal enemies.
Among his would-be targets is
Salih Muslim, who faces a Turkish arrest warrant for his alleged
role in a February bomb attack
in Ankara. The warrant is essentially symbolic as Muslim, a Syrian
citizen, is unlikely to be going to
Turkey any time soon.
Muslim says he and the PYD are
on record as having condemned
the deadly February bombing
and is at a loss to understand why
Erdogan has taken the action
against him at a time when both
his organisation and Turkey are
supposed to be confronting ISIS.
That may amount to a deliberate rhetorical naivety on Muslim’s
part. He knows from experience
that among the Turks, as well as
among the majority populations in
Syria and Iraq, Kurdish actions will
always be treated with suspicion.
Harvey Morris has written
several books on the Middle East,
including No Friends but the
Mountains: The Tragic History of
the Kurds published in 1993.
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Abbas sidelines Palestinian rivals in Fatah vote
The Arab Weekly staff

London

P

alestinian
President
Mahmoud Abbas’s Fatah
party announced results
of elections to its ruling
bodies with the 81-yearold sidelining rivals while providing few clues to his eventual successor.
The vote for both the party’s central committee and its parliament,
known as the Revolutionary Council, came after Abbas opponents
were excluded from the election.
Some 1,400 delegates met in
Ramallah beginning November
29th for Fatah’s first congress since
2009 and to vote in the elections.
Abbas was re-elected head of the
party at the congress’s opening.
Since Yasser Arafat’s death in
2004, Abbas has been in charge of
Fatah, the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) and the Palestinian Authority (PA).
Several of those seen as opposing Abbas were not invited to the
gathering, and one of his main rivals, Mohammed Dahlan, was replaced on the central committee.
Dahlan is in exile in the United
Arab Emirates and Abbas reportedly resisted pressure from Arab
nations to allow him to return.
Observers saw the reduced number
of delegates eligible to vote — down
from more than 2,000 in 2009 — as a
move to exclude Dahlan supporters.
The central committee includes
18 members, plus four who are
appointed, and the parliament
will have 80 elected members and
about 40 who are appointed.
Marwan Barghouti, a popular
figure jailed by Israel for life over
his role in the second intifada, won
the most votes for the central committee with more than 900.
Other key figures standing included Jibril Rajoub, a former
head of intelligence who leads the
Palestinian Football Association.
Rajoub, who secured the secondhighest number of central committee votes with more than 800,
said the results signal continuity of
Palestinian policies.
Saeb Erekat, PLO secretary-general and a close Abbas ally, was
also re-elected to the committee,
as was Arafat’s nephew Nasser alKidwa, who has been mentioned
as a possible successor to Abbas.
Abbas has not publicly backed
a successor but speculation over

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas (C) casts his vote at the Muqataa, the Palestinian Authority headquarters, in Ramallah in the
Israeli-occupied West Bank, on December 3rd.
who will replace him has mounted
as polls indicate most Palestinians want him to resign. He was
elected to a four-year term as Palestinian president in 2005 but has
remained in office because there
have not been elections to replace
him.
“A small political elite within Fatah’s leadership will decide who
will lead after Abbas,” Palestinian
analyst Jamil Hilal told Reuters.
That is mainly because Fatah is
deeply divided from Hamas, the
Islamist movement that runs the
Gaza Strip, with reconciliation attempts having repeatedly failed,
he said.
Diana Buttu, a former legal adviser in Abbas’s self-ruled government, noted a lack of diversity in
the Fatah leadership body, with
only one woman among the 18
members and most of the men are
in their 50s, 60s or 70s.
Fatah leaders “believe that they
are entitled to these positions”,
she told the Associated Press (AP).
The re-election of party veterans
“is saying to me that they don’t

have a vision for the future”.
Some observers saw the conference’s outcome as divisive.
“This will be remembered as
the conference that split Fatah,”
Naji Shurrab, a political scientist
at Al Azhar University in Gaza, told
UAE-based newspaper the National. “The split is a reality now but
the problem on the side of Abu Mazen [Abbas] and his congress and
the new central committee is that
they deny there is a split.”

The vote came after
Abbas opponents
were excluded from
the election.
Some analysts view the congress
as a success for Abbas because he
was able to sideline rivals.
He “proved that he still controls
both Fatah and the Palestinian
Authority in financial and organisational terms and that he can use
them to fulfil his vision”, Wajih
Abu Zarifa, a Gazan political science professor, told Reuters.

Fatah’s internal workings have
an international effect since the
party, founded in 1959, is the backbone of the PLO, which the international community considers the
representative of all Palestinians.
Addressing the congress, Abbas
said he remained committed to
dialogue with Israel and peaceful
resistance to achieve a Palestinian
state.
Abbas is facing particularly grim
prospects for progress on Palestinian statehood and ending Israel’s
nearly 50-year occupation of the
West Bank. Israel’s government,
seen as the most right-wing in the
country’s history, has continued
settlement building in the West
Bank.
Donald Trump’s incoming administration in the United States
is also seen as favourable to Israel.
Asked about the challenges
ahead, including dealing with
Trump as US president, Rajoub
told the AP: “We will be open to
any efforts to revive the peace process according to the rules set by
the international community.”

(AFP)

Fatah’s ageing leaders, including some averse to using computers and social media, may not be
equipped to deal with change, said
Palestinian analyst Jihad Harb.
“If we had a younger, well-educated leadership, we would have
seen more effectiveness in handling political issues. We would
have seen more influence on US
decision-makers, institutions and
lobbies,” Harb told the AP.
Community organiser Hazem
Abu Helal, 33, said he lost interest
in the convention after Abbas was
re-elected Fatah leader by acclamation.
“When we see our leaders speaking for hours about the rights of
youth, we start laughing (because)
youth in Palestine starts from age
66,” Abu Helal said sarcastically
to the AP. “These people don’t accept a new generation. They don’t
accept change because they have
power, they have money and they
have corruption.”
The Arab Weekly staff and news
agencies.

The forgotten Palestinians in Israel’s unfriendly fire

View poi nt

Noreen
Sadik

T

he fires that recently
spread across Israel
caused extensive
environmental,
infrastructural and
emotional damage and
they enforced what I already
knew: The Palestinian citizens of
Israel are invisible and forgotten.
I also learned that, while strong
winds and dry conditions fuelled
the flames, fire does not discriminate between Arab and Jewish
towns in Israel. They both felt the
heat.
Palestinian citizens of Israel
number 1.7 million — one-fifth of
the population. We are the sons
and daughters and the grandchildren of those who were not
expelled from their lands in 1948,
who did not escape in fear and who
chose to remain and live as secondclass — even third-class — citizens.
We are closely tied to our brothers and sisters in the Palestinian
territories for we share the same
history that separated us. So tied
are we, that almost anything that

Fire does not discriminate
between Arab and Jewish towns
in Israel.

happens in the West Bank, whether
it be an alleged stabbing or a closure of the borders, Palestinians
in Israel are affected too, prone to
suspicion, prone to arrest.
So why was it that, when the
fires were spreading, posts on
social media by both — I emphasise
both — Arabs and pro-Palestinian
non-Arabs failed to recognise that
part of the population of Israel
is Palestinian? That Palestinian
villages and cities were in danger
of being burned and the residents
becoming homeless and those
who were wishing harm on Israel
were also unknowingly wishing
harm on us. Don’t they know that
every part of the beautiful burning
land, every tree and every stone
has been touched by a Palestinian
heart?
Supporters of the Palestinian
territories unintentionally
discriminated between the
Palestinians in Israel and those on
the other side of the border. Just
as approximately 50 laws in Israel
discriminate against its Palestinian
citizens.
We are in an awkward situation
because, in a way, we are products
of two contradicting societies. We
carry a national identity that does
not complement our heritage or

religious and political beliefs. However, we are loyal citizens and are
often kinder to this country than it
is to us.
Our lack of visibility to governments and people outside of Israel
has resulted from Israeli governmental attempts to silence the
Palestinian population and often
comes at a high cost to us.
Take this for example: The Israeli
Ministry of Transportation recently
instructed the Dan Bus Company
to discontinue making Arabic announcements following complaints
by Israeli Jewish residents of the
Beersheba municipality although
the Arab population in the area is
high.
And recently, at a café in Haifa,
the so-called mixed city of peace,
a policy was implemented that
forbids Arab employees from
speaking Arabic to each other and
to Arabic-speaking customers.
And what about the 70,000
Bedouins, citizens of Israel, whose
villages have been under constant
threat of demolition for years,
most recently the village of Umm
al-Hiran, home to approximately
1,000 Bedouins.
And then there is the proposed
muezzin bill, which is, in effect,
an attempt to silence our religious

But they
had to
blame
someone,
didn’t
they?

voice during the adhan, the call to
prayer, by limiting the times when
microphones are used.
Back to the fires. Dubbed the
“arson intifada”, they were quickly
ruled “arson terrorism”, although
they have not been proven to be
that.
Maybe the government needed a
distraction from its own inability to
extinguish the fires. For the second
time in six years, help from foreign
neighbours, including the Palestinian territories, was called upon.
Naftali Bennett, the right-wing
minister of Education, stated:
“Only those who do not belong
to this country are able to set it
alight.”
I do believe that he is right. Who
would intentionally burn their own
land?
Yoram Schweitzer from the Institute for National Security Studies
told the Times of Israel: “We would
do well to dispense as much as possible with the widespread tradition
in Israel of determining whether
something is a terrorist incident
long before it is proven to be so.”
But they had to blame someone,
didn’t they?
Noreen Sadik is a PalestinianAmerican journalist based in Israel.
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Cracks within
Egypt’s Muslim
Brotherhood
showing
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

T

he men behind bars in
a Cairo courtroom had
once voiced full support
for Muhammad Badie,
the leader of the Muslim
Brotherhood. Now, however, they
chanted: “Down with the rule of
the supreme leader, down with all
the men of the supreme leader”,
who was being tried — as were
those chanting — on charges of attacking a police station in 2013 and
killing all the officers inside.

Brotherhood
members are
locked in an
endless conflict
over power and
money.

”

Kamal al-Helbawi, a former
long-time member of the
Muslim Brotherhood.
“Divisions have been demonstrating themselves inside the organisation very clearly in the past
two years,” said Kamal al-Helbawi,
a former long-time member of the
Brotherhood. “Junior and senior
members are locked in an endless
conflict over power and money.”
This seems to be more than a fight
over who will get or control what
or a generational divide within the

movement, which was established
in 1928 as an educational organisation and is considered the mother
of political Islam in the world.
The Brotherhood was in its heyday in 2012, a year after the downfall of autocrat Hosni Mubarak,
when it won a majority of seats in
parliament. A few months later,
senior member Muhammad Morsi
was elected president, becoming
Egypt’s first Islamist and civilian
president.
Morsi’s performance as president, however, failed the people,
leading millions to take to the
streets in 2013 to demand an end to
his rule.
The army moved in to oust him, a
move that triggered a wave of Muslim Brotherhood violence, including the torching of scores of police
stations, churches and government
offices and the killing of hundreds
of police.
Hundreds of Brotherhood members and sympathisers were killed
in confrontations with police and
thousands, including Morsi and
Badie, were imprisoned.
Although the slogans chanted by
the Brotherhood members as Badie
entered the dock November 27th
were unprecedented, they were not
the first indication that the movement was losing support, not only
from the general public, but also
from its members, experts said.
In
2012,
the
Brotherhood
estimated its membership at 5
million but there were signs the
organisation was starting to crack.
An increasing number of people

A May 2015 file picture shows Essam Sultan, a supporter of the Muslim Brotherhood, speaking to a
judge during the trial of Brotherhood members in a court on the outskirts of Cairo.
(Reuters)
were abandoning it either because
of the heavy-handed tactics by the
security apparatus or because of
the Brotherhood’s policies.
Sameh Eid, who spent almost
three decades as a Brotherhood
member and is an expert on Islamist movements, referred to several
“fatal mistakes” committed by the
Brotherhood’s leadership in the last
three years.
“They resorted to violence,
which contradicted their continual
claim to peacefulness, and failed to
have a practical vision for getting
out of their crisis with the regime,”
Eid said. “When they were in power, they also failed to present solutions to their country’s problems.”

Having put almost all Brotherhood leaders in jail, the government
of Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi shut down the offices of the
Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice
Party, froze Brotherhood-related
assets, prevented funding to the
movement from abroad and scared
off supporters and sympathisers.
The government also neutralised the Brotherhood’s allies such
Jamaat Islamiya and the ultraorthodox Salafists, which left it alone in
a battle for survival against the Sisi
government.
The Brotherhood’s demise means
that Egypt’s military establishment,
which had provided the country its
rulers for the 60 years before Morsi’s

election and then returned to
power after the Islamist president’s
ouster, will likely continue to
control Egypt’s rule.
Islamist political analyst Kamal
Habib conceded that the Brotherhood has entered what he described as a “dark tunnel” but said
movements with ideologies such as
the Brotherhood never completely
go away.
“These movements may suffer
weakness at times but they never
die,” Habib said. “The Brotherhood,
which has invented political Islam,
is an idea and ideas never die.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

New row between Egypt, Qatar triggered by Al Jazeera
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

R

elations between Egypt
and Qatar could deteriorate following the broadcast by news channel Al
Jazeera of a documentary
lambasting the Egyptian Army, experts said.
“Such a documentary will have
far-reaching effects on already tense
relations between the two countries,” said Tarek Fahmi, a political
science professor at Cairo University. “Qatar has been presenting proof
after another that it does not want
normal relations with Egypt.”
Called Soldiers, the documentary,
which aired in November, presents
former army conscripts and a noncommissioned officer talking about
what they describe as tough conditions and the lack of training in the
Egyptian Army.

Qatar has crossed
all red lines by
making such a
film.

”

Mustafa Bakri, an Egyptian
lawmaker
The film contains footage of soldiers purportedly being punished
for making mistakes.
The documentary, aired by Doha-funded Al Jazeera, adds to the
degrading relations between Cairo
and Doha, which took a turn for the
worse in 2013 when the Egyptian
Army ousted Islamist president Muhammad Morsi, who received Qatari backing.
Qatar criticised Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, the army
chief who led the military’s move

against Morsi, and expressed unwavering support for the Muslim
Brotherhood, Morsi’s movement.
Cairo has repeatedly accused
Doha of interfering in its affairs
and of offering financial backing to
Brotherhood members, who until
recently were, Egyptian authorities
claim, behind unrest in Egypt.
Cairo has accused Al Jazeera of
being a mouthpiece of the Qatari
government instead of acting as an
independent media outlet. This was
probably why most of the anger in
Cairo after the film was broadcast
was levelled at Qatar and its ruling
family.
“Qatar has crossed all red lines by
making such a film,” said Mustafa
Bakri, an Egyptian lawmaker, who,
with others, has been leading a
motion in parliament for a tougher
stance against Qatar.
“Egypt should not stand silent
while this small state keeps wronging it,” he said.
The Egypt government had previously generally kept silent against
what it described as Qatari “interference” in its affairs. Political observers in Egypt said Saudi Arabia,
which has given Egypt billions of
dollars in economic aid after Morsi’s ouster, had been behind Cairo’s
self-restraint.
Cairo was keen not to anger its
main financier by getting back at
Doha, while the latter’s media ranted about alleged atrocities Egypt’s
regime committed against Muslim
Brotherhood members.
The Egyptian Foreign Ministry
has not commented on the Al Jazeera documentary. However, with
relations between Riyadh and Cairo
deteriorating on several issues, including the conflicts in Syria and
Yemen, Egypt is not as hampered
as it used to be to settle scores with
Qatar, experts said.
The options in this regard are lim-

A September 2016 file picture shows Egyptian Army soldiers securing a site where a boat carrying
migrants capsized off the coast in Al Buhayrah Egypt.
(Reuters)
ited and Egypt has to walk a fine
line between paying Qatar back and
harming itself, Fahmi said.
About 150,000 Egyptians work in
Qatar.
“So, when reacting to Qatari actions, Egypt must make sure that
this reaction will not end up causing it an internal problem if Qatar
decides to kick all these workers out
and deport them to Egypt,” Fahmi
said.
With government data indicating
that 12.7% of Egypt’s workforce of

26 million is jobless, the last thing
Cairo wants to see are tens of thousands of its workers returning from
Qatar to demand jobs at home.
The Arab League blamed media in
both countries for intensifying their
differences and causing the current
crisis.
“The media always blow things
out of logical proportions,” said
Ahmed Bin Helli, Arab League deputy secretary-general.
He said if it mediates between the
two countries, the league would not

disclose the matter to the media before achieving results.
One reason the Al Jazeera documentary caused such fury in Cairo
is that it hits directly at the heart of
Egypt — its army. Egypt’s obligatory
military service means that a member of almost every Egyptian family
is either a current or former army
conscript or officer.
“Some action must be taken
against Qatar this time,” Bakri said.
“At least, the Foreign Ministry must
recall our ambassador from Doha.”
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Iran in provocative mood as Trump presidency looms
Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

ran appears to be bent on provoking the United States during the countdown to Donald
Trump taking office as president of the United States on
January 20th.
In the latest of a series of confrontations in the Gulf and the Red
Sea, US officials said a small Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC)
vessel pointed its heavy machine
gun at a US Navy MH-60 helicopter,
which flew within 800 metres of it
in international waters in the Gulf
on November 26th.
No shots were fired but one US official observed that the Iranian action was “provocative and could be
seen as an escalation”.
Fuelling the tension is Trump’s
insistence that he will seek to renegotiate the landmark July 2015
agreement between Iran and US-led
global powers that curtails Tehran’s
contentious nuclear programme in
return for lifting crippling international sanctions.

An emerging
triangle has been
shaping in front of
us: A pact between
Iran, Russia and
China.

”

Saeed Ghasseminejad, an
Iranian specialist with the
Foundation for Defense of
Democracies.

Iran’s leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, said if Trump attempts
to tear up the agreement, and reimpose sanctions, Iran will retaliate.
Trump has repeatedly threatened
to get tough with Iran and, after a
US Navy ship in the Gulf was forced
to change course when an Iranian
fast-attack craft raced within 90
metres of it in September, warned
that Iranian vessels harassing US
ships would be “shot out of the water”.
“Strategically speaking, neither
the United States nor Iran is in a position to renew tension in the Gulf
by throwing out their nuclear deal,”
observed analyst Reva Goujon of
the US-based global security consultancy Stratfor. “But domestic

politics could put that theory to the
test.”
Trump, the hard-line cabinet he
is assembling, along with Saudi
Arabia and Israel, are convinced
that Iran is using substantial assets
unfrozen by the nuclear deal and
from a post-sanctions increase in
oil revenues on military expansion
and on its growing army of armed
regional proxies.
Indeed, that seems to be the case.
On November 26th, Iran’s semi-official Tasnim news agency quoted
Major-General Mohammad Hossein
Bagheri, a hardliner recently appointed armed forces chief of staff,
as saying Tehran is considering establishing naval bases in Syria and
Yemen, countries where the IRGC is
engaged in fighting.
Bagheri said the bases were
“ten times more important” than
a nuclear arsenal and create “deterrence”. He added: “When twothirds of the world’s population
lives near shores and the world
economy depends on the sea, we
have to take measures.”
This is the first time Iranian military chiefs have publicly talked
about naval bases in other regional
countries, a strategy hitherto never
attempted by any Middle Eastern
power.
Bagheri’s ambition underlines a
general trend by Iran to upgrade its
conventional military forces to an
extent that is alarming the United
States and Arab powers.
Iran’s
long-neglected
regular army has been eclipsed since
1979 by the ideologically driven
IRGC, while its air force is largely
equipped with ageing and obsolete
aircraft because of international
arms embargoes dating from the
Islamic revolution. Its navy’s main
assets are four aging Kilo-class submarines bought from Russia in the
1980s and 1990s.
Khamenei, decreed on August
31st that “to secure our population,
our country and our future we have
to increase our offensive capabilities as well as our defensive capabilities” and to ensure that “oppressive powers feel threatened”
— meaning the United States and its
Western allies.
US officials say there is growing
concern, not just in Washington but
in the West generally and among
Iran’s regional rivals including longtime opponents Israel and Saudi
Arabia, about Tehran’s ambitious

A Februray 2016 file picture shows Iranian soldiers walking past a giant board displaying a portrait
of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, at the Behesht-e Zahra (Zahra’s Paradise) cemetery in southern
Tehran.												 (AFP)
military expansion. They point to
what they say is an emerging arms
agreement between Tehran and
Moscow worth $10 billion.
Compared to the massive
amounts Saudi Arabia and the Gulf
monarchies have spent on weapons
over the last 20 years, that is a fairly
modest figure.
But given Iran’s swelling arsenal
of ballistic missiles and the strength
of the IRGC, along with its legion of
Shia militias, building up its conventional forces points to a more
aggressive foreign policy.
By all accounts, Iran is seeking
T-90 tanks to replace the elderly
T-72s and even older T-62s and the
ancient British Chieftains and USbuilt M-47s and M-48s it inherited
when the US-backed monarchy was
toppled in 1979.
Tehran also wants advanced,
radar-controlled artillery weapons
and Russia’s new Su-33 fighter for
its dilapidated air force that mainly consists of Vietnam-era US F-4
Phantom ground attack jets and
F-14 Tomcat fighters.
The generals in Tehran, now
under the command of the hardcharging Bagheri, are also looking
to China, which is producing advanced weapons systems.
“Over the last few years, an
emerging triangle has been shaping

in front of us: A pact between Iran,
Russia and China,” observed Saeed
Ghasseminejad, an Iranian specialist with the Washington-based
Foundation for Defense of Democracies.
“China is the least enthusiastic
member of this triangle. Iran and
Russia, on the other hand, have
been vocal and excited about this.”
Iran and Russia are key supporters of Syrian President Bashar Assad and their military intervention
in the Syrian war has prevented
him from being toppled. Tehran
and Moscow are in Syria for their
own strategic reasons, primarily to
expand their influence and power
in the Middle East.
Ghasseminejad and other analysts say Iran’s potential arms deal
with Moscow would violate the
spirit of the July 2015 accord and
challenge UN Security Council resolutions that ban Iran’s acquisition
of offensive weapons.
Iran has already thrown down
the gauntlet with a string of at least
nine ballistic missiles tests in recent
months that the Americans claim
violates UN Security Council Resolution 2231, citing the missiles as
offensive weapons. Tehran insists
the missiles are defensive in nature because they act as a deterrent
against attack.

Bagheri, addressing a military parade in Tehran in October to mark
Iran’s 1980-88 war with Iraq, asserted that Iran needs long-range missiles to deter its enemies and avoid
the fate of regional states such as
Syria, Iraq and Yemen.
At the same time, amid the recent
targeting of US ships in the Gulf and
the Red Sea, Iran’s hardliners, including Khamenei, have stepped
up their rhetoric against the US
role in Yemen. They say the United
States, which provides Saudi Arabia
with intelligence and in-flight refuelling for its US-built jets, is running
the war.
Farzin Nadimi of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy,
a major Israeli-backed think-tank,
observed that “the regime will
likely view any attempt to place
limitations on its ballistic missile
programme as an obstacle to Iran’s
legitimate self-defence”.
And that, in the context of what
the Iranian leadership these days
refers to as “the borders of national
security” — which encompasses
territory beyond the Islamic Republic’s geographic frontiers — underlines how Tehran’s concept of
national security has expanded,
requiring much greater military capabilities and the means to project
power.

What does Trump’s emerging team signal for Iran?
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

W

hen US Presidentelect Donald Trump
takes office, his
Middle East policy
will hinge critically
on how his administration decides
to deal with Iran over its activities
in Syria, Yemen and Iraq among
many other places.
US President Barack Obama ultimately decided that appeasement
with Tehran was the best course to
safeguard US interests, an approach
that culminated in the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA)
signed between Iran and the P5+1
(Britain, China, France, Russia, the
United States and Germany) in July
2015.
For Obama and his supporters,
the JCPOA heralded their greatest
foreign policy achievement and
his team has vigilantly guarded the
deal since. There was a perception
that JCPOA opened space for broader US-Iran rapprochement but the
advent of the Trump administration is throwing doubt of not only
any potential détente between the
United States and Iran but also the
JCPOA itself.
During his election campaign,
Trump described the JCPOA as

“the worst deal ever negotiated”.
Trump’s nominee for the director
of the CIA, Mike Pompeo, who previously propagated military action
against Iranian nuclear facilities,
has vowed to overturn the Iran nuclear deal.
Trump’s nominee to lead the
Pentagon, James Mattis, knows the
region well. A retired Marine general, Mattis led the United States’
military command for the Middle
East and saw action in Afghanistan
as well as Iraq.
Mattis regards Iran as a rogue
state and the “single most enduring
threat to stability and peace in the
Middle East”. He has charged the
Obama administration with naivety
in its dealing with Iran.
Consider also Trump’s pick for
national security adviser, Michael
Flynn, a retired army lieutenantgeneral and former director of the
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA),
who will exert great influence over
how the national security apparatus in the United States is shaped
and managed under Trump.
Flynn was reportedly forced out
of the DIA for his poor leadership
skills and low tolerance for opposing views and opinions. He says
the Middle East has failed to accept
modernity and cites Islam as the
reason, having described the religion as a “cancer” and sharia law
as “buried in barbaric conviction”.

Flynn’s views on Islam are dangerous but, given Israel’s identification
of Iran as its greatest threat, Tehran
will especially feel the heat.
Flynn has talked about Israel living “under the threat of total annihilation” from Iran, which he says
“has every intention to build a nuclear weapon” in light of “their continued preparedness to weaponise
a missile for nuclear delivery”.

The Trump team will
find many Arab
supporters in the
region fed up with
Iran.
As such, the Trump administration signals great uncertainty for US
policy towards Iran, and — overall —
the Trump team will find many Arab
supporters in the region fed up with
Iran and its growing influence.
However, as Ali Larijani, Iran’s
parliamentary chairman and former secretary of the Supreme National Security Council, recently
warned, supposing rhetoric as
actual policy or accepting US-Iran
confrontation as inevitable is premature.
Larijani’s view has some basis.
The outgoing CIA director, John
Brennan, recently made a carefully
timed public disclosure in warning Trump that ditching the JCPOA

would be “the height of folly” with
“disastrous” consequences.
In fact, Trump himself has recognised the difficulty of overturning
the JCPOA, which is a multilateral
agreement. Mattis has accepted
the JCPOA but only as an “imperfect arms control agreement”. He
said: “If nothing else at least, we
will have better targeting data if it
comes to a fight in the future.”
Such an assessment is shared
widely in the American political
and security establishment and,
while the Obama administration
has temporarily decoupled the
Iran nuclear issue from others,
this approach falls apart unless it is
seen as leading towards a broader
resolution of strategic disputes.
Mattis says that Iran remains the
United States’ main regional foe
and identifies Tehran’s support for
the Assad regime in Syria, patronage of Shia militias, its ballistic
missile programme and its growing anti-ship capabilities in the
Gulf as strategic threats.
The JCPOA only provided confidence building to probe towards
wider US-Iran rapprochement
rather than an actual framework.
Iran is happy with the bargain
if the JCPOA is kept separate from
other issues as has been the case
until now. However, although
the nuclear deal was successfully
reached only after it was separated

from other disputes, the JCPOA
only achieves its greatest strategic
value for the Americans if it is able
to facilitate rather than restrict the
resolution of these outstanding issues with Iran.
The inherent risk for the United
States is that pushing Iran on other
strategic issues when Tehran has
the political support of Moscow,
Beijing and various European governments for adhering to its fundamental commitments in the JCPOA
to sufficient extent endangers the
JCPOA itself.
The Trump administration’s Iran
hawks will need to work out how
they can develop an Iran policy
that moderates Iran’s regional role
and actions. In doing so, they will
be forced to think about whether
they want to continue nurturing
and rewarding moderates such as
Iranian President Hassan Rohani
or whether they think that is inconsequential.
The latter appears more likely
with the Trump administration’s inclinations, and, as such, unlike with
Obama’s approach to Iran, timelines and red lines with Iran will be
more important under Trump.
Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai
and maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues.
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Mattis likely to push for closer cooperation
with US allies in Middle East
Thomas Seibert

Washington

R

etired US Marine Corps
general James Mattis,
US President-elect Donald Trump’s nominee for
secretary of Defense, is
likely to advocate closer cooperation between Washington and its
allies in the Middle East, especially
in countering Iran.
Trump called Mattis, a 66-yearold who served in the Marine Corps
from 1969-2013, “the closest thing
we have to general George Patton”, the second world war-era US
Army general who led US troops
against Nazi Germany in Africa
and Europe. As former head of the
US Central Command, Mattis has
years of experience in Middle East
matters.
He will require a waiver from
Congress to serve as Defense secretary because he retired from the
military three years ago. A 1947
law requires that the secretary of
Defense cannot have served in the
military during the previous seven
years unless a waiver is granted.
Some Democrats in the US Senate
have signalled they will block the
waiver.

The Iranian
regime… is the
single most
enduring threat to
stability and peace
in the Middle
East.

”

James Mattis

Despite his reputation for toughness — he reportedly once said that
it was “fun to shoot some people”
— Mattis is seen as a strategist who
looks beyond military force and is
acutely aware of the necessity to
form alliances in international affairs.
Some observers say Mattis could

play a calming role in the foreign
policy of a president with an impulsive personality but without deep
knowledge of the Middle East. “He
could have a steadying influence”
on Trump, Michael O’Hanlon of
the Brookings Institution, a Washington think-tank, said.
Owen Daniels, an analyst at the
Atlantic Council in Washington,
said Mattis had demonstrated an
ability to influence Trump by telling him that waterboarding, a torture technique banned by the United States but supported by Trump
during the campaign, was not an
effective tool in the fight against
terrorists. Trump said he was impressed by what Mattis said. “That
shows that Trump is mouldable in
certain issues,” Daniels said.
While Mattis and Trump agree
that Iran is the greatest threat to
the Middle East, the two do not
agree on everything. In a speech
in April at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies in Washington, Mattis offered a sober outlook for the region, a far cry from
Trump’s campaign promises of
quick and decisive victories over
the Islamic State (ISIS) and other
adversaries.
“The future is going to be ghastly,” Mattis said, and the new president would inherit “a mess”. Political vacuums in the region “seem to
be filled by either terrorists or by
Iran or their surrogates or by Russia”, he said.
Mattis pointed to Iran as the main
problem. “The Iranian regime, in
my mind, is the single most enduring threat to stability and peace in
the Middle East,” Mattis said. The
US should recognise Iran not as a
nation-state but as “a revolutionary cause devoted to mayhem”.
Mattis said Washington should
keep Israel strong — although he
is critical of Israeli settlement
policy — and increase cooperation
with the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) countries in areas such as
ballistic missile defence integration. He also advocated for a “very
robust” US naval presence in the
region.
While Trump has suggested he

Defense secretary nominee retired general James Mattis (C) leaves following a meeting on Capitol Hill
in Washington, on December 7th.
(AP)
may pull the United States out of
the international agreement on
Iran’s nuclear programme, Mattis
said that may not be a good idea.
“I believe we would be alone if we
did,” he said in the April speech.
“Unilateral economic sanctions
from us would not have anywhere
near the impact of an allied approach to this.”
Peter Feaver, a professor of political science at Duke University,
said Trump, like every president,
would have to make adjustments
to bring his campaign promises
into line with real-life policies.
“He’s in that process now,” Feaver
said. Mattis could play a key role in
that respect. “Mattis has the trust
of Trump,” Feaver said.
Trump has been accused of hav-

ing isolationist tendencies but Mattis has said there were economic,
diplomatic and political reasons for
the United States to stay engaged
in the Middle East. “No nation on
its own can provide security in this
world. No nation in a globalised
world — actually ever but certainly
not today — can do this on its own,”
Mattis said in his April speech.
Daniels said Mattis’s positions
would be welcomed by GCC members that have been rattled by the
Obama administration’s perceived
wooing of Iran.
Some analysts, however, question whether Mattis’s focus on Iran
as the main security threat in the
Middle East would serve US interests. The government in Tehran
was being portrayed as “a super

enemy of the United States”, said
Stephen Kinzer, a senior fellow at
Brown University. This could lead
to a “serious escalation” between
the United States and Iran, he said,
noting that hardliners in Tehran,
referring to next year’s presidential
election in Iran, were saying that
“we need our own Trump”.
With Trump’s inauguration more
than a month away, observers cautioned it was difficult to predict
what sort of foreign policy the new
president would pursue or how
much of an influence Mattis would
have on Trump.
Kinzer said it was possible that
Trump would define his own foreign
policy. As for advisers and cabinet
members, “We don’t even know if
he listens to them,” Kinzer said.

Much of Trump’s Syria policy likely to be coordinated with Russia

View poi nt

Gregory
Aftandilian

U

S President-elect
Donald Trump is
likely to end US
support for moderate
Syrian rebels fighting
the Assad regime and
instead work with pro-Russian
Syrian oppositionists to seek a
political solution to the crisis.
Trump will likely continue US
President Barack Obama’s policies
against the Islamic State (ISIS).
Notwithstanding his bombastic
rhetoric on the campaign trail,
Trump tried to portray himself as
the non-interventionist candidate, charging that his Democratic
opponent, Hillary Clinton, had a
“happy trigger” finger and would
be quick to intervene overseas.
Trump has consistently argued
that the 2003 Iraq war and military
intervention in the Middle East in
general were grave mistakes.
During his recent thank you tour
to supporters in Ohio after the
election, Trump claimed that the
United States has spent $6 trillion
on the Iraq war and its aftermath
and in the process further destabilised the Middle East.
Trump not only said the United
States should avoid Middle East
quagmires, he also opposes
nation-building. He has been very

Partly in response to Trump’s
election victory, the moderate
rebels are giving up hope of
continued US assistance.

critical of US support for Syrian
rebels fighting the Assad regime,
suggesting that they contain
elements that are worse than
Syrian President Bashar Assad. His
only interventionist desire is to
“destroy” the Islamic State (ISIS)
because of its threat to the US
homeland.
In October, Trump distanced
himself from his running mate,
Indiana Governor Mike Pence,
who suggested that the US forces
should strike Syrian government
military targets. In one of his
debates with Clinton, Trump said
he and Pence had not discussed
the issue and that he disagreed
with Pence’s views.
On that occasion, Trump added:
“I believe we have to get ISIS. We
have to worry about ISIS before we
can get too much involved in
Syria.” He went on to claim that
Assad and Russia are “killing
ISIS”, a statement that belied the
truth, as both have concentrated
on striking non-ISIS targets.
In a post-election interview
with the New York Times, Trump
did seem to acknowledge the
humanitarian crisis in Syria. He
said what was taking place there
“is a horrible, horrible thing” and
he referenced the mounting death
toll and the destruction to Syrian
cities. He suggested he could help
solve the situation by working
with Russia.
Trump’s eldest son, Donald
Junior, travelled to Paris in
October to meet with representa-

tives of a supposed Syrian opposition group that is backed by
Russia. One of these representatives, Randa Kassis, is on record
saying that Russia has “saved”
Syria. Her group seeks a political
transition in Syria through
cooperation with Assad.
In essence, this means that
Assad would remain president but
would share power with moderate
pro-Russian political elements.
Kassis said, after meeting with
Trump’s son, that she found him
to be “very pragmatic” and
“flexible” and that she hoped the
new Trump administration and
Russia would cooperate on a
political solution.
This, indeed, seems to be where
Trump is headed: Working with
Russia to broaden the Syrian
government but leaving Assad in
power. Such a policy would be
consistent with Trump’s opposition to nation-building and
willingness to deal with authoritarian governments in power.
The problem for Trump is that
the rebels are not going away.
Although they are taking a
pounding in Aleppo, they still
control large areas of the country.
Partly in response to Trump’s
election victory, moderate rebels
are giving up hope of continued
US assistance and have recently
formed a coalition that includes
extremists. If this coalition were
to come to power one day,
Washington would have no
leverage with it because of the

Trump is
headed
towards
working
with Russia
to broaden
the Syrian
government
but leaving
Assad in
power.

moderates’ belief that they have
been abandoned.
As for the ISIS component of the
Syrian crisis, Trump is likely to follow Obama’s strategy of bombing
ISIS targets and working with
allies on the ground in both Iraq
and Syria that are fighting the
jihadist group, including the
Syrian Kurds. Although Trump
said on the campaign trail that he
would target family members of
ISIS leaders, which would constitute a war crime, and “bomb the
shit” out of ISIS, implying a
disregard for civilian casualties,
many of his military advisers —
particularly his nominee for
secretary of Defense, retired
Marine Corps general James Mattis
— would likely oppose such a
move.
Although an argument can be
made that Obama was not sufficiently aggressive in confronting
ISIS earlier, at this point it is losing
ground in both Iraq and Syria, and
the US military believes the
current strategy is working. So,
despite Trump’s claim during the
campaign that he “knows more
than the generals”, he is likely to
defer to them in fighting ISIS and,
because he remains opposed to US
boots on the ground, the current
policy is the only realistic option.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and is
a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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A Saudi-Iranian tug of war over Lebanon
Dalal Saoud

Beirut

L

ess than a year after Saudi
Arabia made the dramatic
decision to abandon Lebanon, suspending military
aid worth $4 billion and
leaving Beirut on its own, the kingdom seems to have shifted its position. Letting Lebanon fall under
Iran’s complete control was not a
good idea after all.
Sending special envoys in November to bless Sunni leader Saad
Hariri’s move to back Hezbollah’s
ally and strong Christian leader
Michel Aoun as Lebanon’s president and congratulating and inviting Aoun to visit Riyadh were
the first signs of a changing Saudi
mood.
Aoun’s inauguration speech,
which stressed the need to dissociate Lebanon from external conflicts
and to adopt an independent foreign policy based on the country’s
higher interests and the respect of
international law, was encouraging.
Saudi Prince Khalid al-Faisal, who
headed a high-level delegation to
a November meeting with Aoun,
invited the Lebanese president to
visit Riyadh.

The Saudis have
started a process to
come back to
Lebanon and bring
back Lebanon to
them.

”

Riad Tabbarah, Lebanon’s
former ambassador in
Washington
Aoun emphasised the need to
strengthen Saudi-Lebanese ties and
promised to visit the Saudi capital
after a new Lebanese cabinet was
in place. That promise, however,
raised eyebrows within HezbollahIran-Syria circles since dedicating his first official visit to Riyadh
would be considered a move in

favour of Saudi Arabia. Hezbollah
Secretary-General Sayyed Hassan
Nasrallah made a point in appearing on television to dismiss friction
with Aoun and downplay concerns
over the Saudi November visits.
While the president is “trusted”
and Hezbollah ‘”is not to veto” his
Riyadh trip, Nasrallah stressed that
“the other party” should also not
place any veto on Aoun travelling
to Syria or Iran.

Letting Lebanon fall
under Iran’s
complete control was
not a good idea after
all.
Countering Iran’s influence over
Lebanon is probably the reason
behind renewed Saudi interest in
the tiny Arab country. However, it
was premature to know how far the
Saudis would go to drag Lebanon
back to their and the Arab fold.
The Saudis realised that leaving
Lebanon completely was not in
their interests, noted Riad Tabbarah, a former Lebanese ambassador
to the United States. “They found
out that if they don’t go back to
Lebanon, the country will become
100% Iranian and Iran will have the
final say.”
Referring to Saudi Arabia’s internal debate “to do the right thing and
how to confront Iran”, Tabbarah
said those who advanced the argument that confrontation should not
be limited to Yemen but extended
to other places, such as Syria and
Lebanon, won the day.
Aoun’s election after two-and-ahalf years of a presidential vacuum,
mainly blamed on Hezbollah and
him, moved the stagnant waters
and “proved to the world that there
is something other than Hezbollah”, with a new head of state and
government institutions back on
track, said a well-placed Lebanese
official who requested not to be
named.
“The Saudis are saying we are
with the Lebanese state… When it
regains its strength, we will be by
your side,” the official said.

Lebanese President Michel Aoun (L) meets with Saudi Prince Khalid al-Faisal inside the presidential
palace in Baabda, on November 21st.
(Reuters)
That clearly means standing up
to Hezbollah’s and Iran’s growing influence — a rather risky and
delicate task due to the country’s
fragile confessional and political
balance.
“Aoun is convinced that he won’t
be able to rule without (Saudi ally)
Hariri while Hezbollah and Iran
have interest in maintaining stability in the country and preserving the support of Aoun and of his
Christian base,” the official said.
The Saudis have started “a process to come back to Lebanon and
bring back Lebanon to them”, Tabbarah said.
“A tug of war” between the Saudis and Iranians is developing, he
said, “with one side trying to pull
the president in one direction and
the other in another direction”.
With no long-term plan in place,
the Saudis are moving step by step,
counting on their traditional financial, economic and political influence, which Iran can hardly match,

in Lebanon. Rescinding a SaudiGulf travel ban on Lebanon and
resuming those countries’ muchneeded investments are of utmost
importance to revive the Lebanon’s
stagnant economy.
“The president (Aoun) knows
that he can benefit much more from
being friends with the Gulf countries than being completely on the
side of Iran and Hezbollah. It looks
now that Hezbollah is very worried.
They are trying to bring him back to
the fold,” Tabbarah said.
Hezbollah will not stand idle and
has been sending clear messages to
Aoun but it is yet to be seen how far
it would go — other than vetoing
and delaying decisions — in blocking a serious rapprochement with
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states.
Recent military developments
in Syria, with a looming victory
for the Assad regime and its allies
in the Aleppo battle and the possible realisation of a “useful Syria”
stretching to the Lebanese border,

are factors to be taken into account
but unlikely to secure a decisive
victory or end the war any time before Donald Trump assumes the US
presidency on January 20th. Saudi
Arabia, which has been backing
some rebel forces, is unlikely to accept an early defeat in Syria and will
try to remain engaged there.
“During this period when the Syrian factor is not clear and not very
decisive, I think the Saudis will be
in a better position to pull Lebanon to their side,” Tabbarah noted,
mentioning the suspended $4 billion military aid package and that
the Saudis can “sneak back” and
release the money once they feel
that the process is going in the right
direction at the right tempo.
Now that Lebanon is being again
pulled in opposite directions, it will
be hard to say who will win.
Dalal Saoud is the Deputy
Editor-in-Chief of The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Beirut.

With eye on Israel, Hezbollah ‘smuggles in missile parts by air’
Nicholas Blanford

Beirut

R

ecent Israeli air strikes
against a suspected arms
convoy and depot in Syria
and accusations that Iran
is flying military material destined for Hezbollah through
Beirut airport illustrate that, despite its intervention in the Syrian
war, the Party of God remains heavily focused on its southern front
with Israel.
The Syria war is Hezbollah’s most
extensive military engagement,
dwarfing its past conflicts with Israel, but the movement’s leaders
are concerned that Israel may take
advantage of the party’s preoccupation with Syria to launch an offensive in Lebanon to degrade Hezbollah’s military assets.
An unprovoked, unilateral attack by Israel, however, is highly
unlikely as it would risk triggering
a devastating war that could see
Hezbollah’s guided missiles with
500-kilogram warheads crashing
into Tel Aviv and other cities.
Nevertheless, Hezbollah maintains close watch on Israeli behaviour and continues to prepare for
the next conflict with the Jewish
state, even as it fights in Syria.
On November 30th, Israeli jets
operating in Lebanese airspace
fired long-range missiles into Syria,
striking an arms depot in Saboura,
10km west of Damascus, reportedly
a base for the Syrian Army’s elite
4th Armoured Division.
A second strike was reportedly
against an arms convoy on the Da-

mascus-Beirut highway. A security
source in Beirut said the convoy
consisted of 30 vehicles carrying
weapons, including unspecified
rocket systems, and was destroyed
in the attack.
Since January 2013, the Israeli Air
Force has carried out at least 13 air
raids in Syria and one in Lebanon
against stockpiles of what it considers game-changing weapons, such
as guided missiles and advanced
air-defence systems, destined for
Hezbollah.
Although Israel stays silent after
each attack, Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu admitted in
April that the Israeli Air Force had
staged “dozens of strikes” in Syria.
However, the rate of attacks has
slowed significantly since Russia intervened in Syria in September 2015
and installed long-range S-300 and

S-400 anti-aircraft missile systems.
The Russian and Israeli militaries established a hot line to ensure
there are no mishaps between their
respective air forces and Moscow
appears to turn a blind eye to Israel’s anti-Hezbollah operations in
Syria.
Nevertheless, in the three or four
suspected Israeli air strikes against
Hezbollah-related targets in Syria
since September 2015, Israeli aircraft did not breach Syrian airspace
but launched missiles from Lebanese skies.
Israeli aircraft, out of respect for
the dense Syrian air defence network around Damascus, have previously used this cautious procedure against targets in Syria that lie
close to the Lebanese border. The
presence in Syria of advanced Russian anti-aircraft systems may have

An Israeli Hermes 900 unmanned aerial vehicle gets ready
to fly near Israeli-Syrian border, on November 29th in the
Israeli-annexed Golan Heights. 				

(AFP)

persuaded the Israelis to be even
more prudent.
If the arms convoy was a Hezbollah attempt to smuggle more
weapons into Lebanon, it demonstrates that the party is eager to
amass more weaponry even after
ten years of almost uninterrupted
arms inflows.
While the land route from Syria is
the most common means of moving weapons into Lebanon, using
graded tracks that cross the border in the Zabadani area, Hezbollah may well use air and maritime
routes as well.
In November, Danny Danon, Israel’s ambassador to the United
Nations, accused Iran of ferrying
weapons to Hezbollah using commercial flights to Beirut’s Rafik
Hariri International Airport.
He claimed that arms and “related material” were packed into
suitcases and flown by Iran’s Mahan airlines to Beirut or Damascus.
The claim was vigorously denied by
Lebanese and Iranian authorities.
It is not the first time that Iran
has been accused of flying arms to
Hezbollah via Beirut airport. In the
1990s, when Hafez Assad was president of Syria and Hezbollah was
battling Israeli occupation forces
in south Lebanon, the delivery of
arms via Damascus allowed the
Syrians to monitor and control the
flow of weaponry in terms of quantity and quality.
Assad supported Hezbollah’s resistance campaign but was reluctant to allow the Lebanese militants
to acquire advanced weapons, such
as air-defence systems, that could
cause an escalation with Israel and
potentially drag in Syria.

However, in October 1999 when
Syria and Israel were preparing to
resume peace talks after a hiatus
of more than three years, an Israeli
newspaper claimed that the Iranians were flying weapons directly
to Beirut airport because Assad had
banned arms shipments via Damascus.
The Iranian move must have had
the nod of approval from Damascus
even as Assad was indicating to Israel that he could rein in Hezbollah
if his peace demands were fulfilled.
However, the peace talks collapsed in March 2000. Assad died
three months later and his son
Bashar became president.

Hezbollah maintains
close watch on Israeli
behaviour and
continues to prepare
for the next conflict.
Since then, not only has Hezbollah continued to receive arms from
Iran, it also acquired Syrian-manufactured rockets and missiles. The
curbs on Hezbollah’s weaponry
during the rule of Assad senior ended with his death.
Today, if Iran and Syria possess,
or can acquire, any weapon system
that is suitable to Hezbollah’s mode
of warfare against Israel, there is a
more than reasonable chance it can
be found in the party’s hidden arms
depots.
Nicholas Blanford is the author of
Warriors of God: Inside Hezbollah’s
Thirty-Year Struggle Against Israel
(Random House 2011). He lives in
Beirut.
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Novi Pazar, Serbia’s jihadist breeding ground
Rusmir Smajilhodzic
and Nicolas Gaudichet

Novi Pazar

I

n a country proud of its Orthodox Christianity, the Serbian
city of Novi Pazar is a place
apart: Young bearded men in
ankle-length trousers stroll
the streets, the restaurants do not
serve alcohol and the call of the
muezzin punctuates the daily routine.
Faced with massive unemployment and a feeling of exclusion
against the backdrop of the Syrian
war, this Muslim-majority area of
south-western Serbia has become
a breeding ground for Islamist extremists.
“Death in the way of Allah in Syria, 14 May 2013, aged 27″ was a notice posted on the concrete walls of
Novi Pazar, which lies in the region
of Sandzak.
Killed in Aleppo, Eldar Kundakovic used to be one of the young
men aimlessly strolling the town,
where about half of the 100,000
residents are jobless and one-third
of the population is under the age
of 19, according to the latest census.

The region is faced
with massive
unemployment and a
feeling of exclusion.
Kundakovic, who belonged to
the ultra-conservative Salafist
movement, divided his time between prayer rooms and the tailor
shop run by his father, who since
the death of his son has spent time
at mosques trying to dissuade
youngsters from becoming violent
radicals.
Novi Pazar is a city without an
airport or train station, served by
bad roads and enclosed by moun-

tains, where the poverty rate is
50%, according to Serbia’s statistics institute, making the Sandzak
region the most deprived area of
the Balkan country.
A centre of textiles and commerce, it did not withstand the
bloody break-up of Yugoslavia in
the 1990s. A large number of the
warehouses that employed thousands of workers fell into disuse.
The Serbia government estimates about 40 of its citizens have
left to join the jihad in Syria and
Iraq, some of whom have since returned or died there.
They were mostly either youths
from the Sandzak region or members of the ethnic Albanian community in the neighbouring Presevo valley.
Those who return are monitored
by powerful intelligence services
that date to the Yugoslav era. Eastward departures have dropped
since the Islamic State (ISIS) has
begun to retreat.
The presence of Salafist “humanitarian organisations”, ostensibly helping the needy in Sandzak,
however, has become a cause of
concern.
In an April 2015 report, DamaD,
a local cultural centre, said these
groups had “completely isolated
themselves from the rest of society” and were “committed to very
conservative views on religion
which support jihadist fights”.
The region’s official Islamic authorities have become weaker after
splitting into two rival structures.
According to Serbian media,
young people who left for Syria
frequented in particular an association called Furkan, whose followers are linked to a hard-line Wahhabi community in north-eastern
Bosnia. One of them fired shots at
the US embassy in Sarajevo in October 2011.
In 2014, the association disappeared after the dismantling of a
jihadist network whose members
were also part of Furkan.

“But where are the people who
were part of it?” asked Fahrudin
Kladnicanin of Forum10, an initiative dealing with integration issues.
“A lot of young people participated in their activities, their conferences. I think that… they are still
working on silent radicalisation of
some youngsters.”

The presence of
Salafist
“humanitarian
organisations” has
become a cause of
concern.
In his pizzeria close to the city’s
football stadium, 44-year-old Admir, who declined to give his last
name, acknowledged that “penniless students” receive aid from his
religious association Put Sredine
(the Middle Way).
He denied any foreign financing, claiming his association ran on
money from its members. He also
rejects violence but expressed disgust towards Shias, “a sect”, and Israel, “the world’s biggest terrorist”.
But what Novi Pazar needs most
is development, said Kladnicanin.
“In last ten years, there has been no
investment in Sandzak, not a single
factory was opened,” he said.
City Mayor Nihat Bisevac says
it was more realistic to rely on financial support from Sandzak’s
diaspora, which remains deeply
involved in Novi Pazar — as is clear
from the large number of foreign
car registration plates.
Still, another hope for the future
is a planned highway between the
Montenegrin port of Bar and the
Serbian capital, Belgrade, which is
likely to pass near Novi Pazar, but
there is no timetable yet for its construction.
In addition to this economic situation, Serbian Muslims are “victims of double standards”, according to the mufti of the local Islamic
community, Mevlud Dudic.

People walk in the old town of Novi Pazar in southern Serbia.
He said Serbs made up 80% of
Novi Pazar’s police force until recently — despite the city being 80%
Muslim. Following a drive to improve the balance, Muslims now
make up a third of the force.
Muamer Zukorlic, a former mufti
and now the member of parliament

(AFP)

for Novi Pazar, considers there is a
“low level of extremist behaviour”
given the circumstances but warns
that “the bad economy, social situation, poor infrastructure — it all
steps up the tension”.
(Agence France-Presse)

Comparing deradicalisation programmes today
Ibraheem Juburi

London

S

ince 9/11, increasingly sophisticated
counter-extremism initiatives have
spawned across the world
to prevent and reverse Islamist indoctrination but have delivered limited results.
Faced with copious evidence of
radicalisation in prisons, a British
government report from August
recommended that particularly extremist prisoners be “held in specialist units and given effective deradicalisation interventions”.
Asked whether deradicalisation
initiatives are worth pursuing, Sir
Ivor Roberts, a member of the European Advisory Board of the Counter Extremism Project, said: “Yes,
deradicalisation is a vital element
in a larger counter-radicalisation
strategy.”
Schemes vary greatly in approach. In Muslim countries, for
example, the onus is on replacing
violent Islamism with “correct”
teachings of Islam, while in Denmark candidates are treated as victims of brainwashing rather than
criminals and psychological welfare is prioritised.
All local councils in Britain are
employing the voluntary Channel process, launched in 2005 following the London 7/7 bombings.
About 4,000 people were referred
to Channel last year; 70% of them
were Muslims at risk of extremism.
It begins through a cooperative
effort between police, local authorities (councils, schools) and
community members identifying
people at risk of indoctrination and
then supplying them with tailored

support. Of those deemed potentially dangerous, about one-fifth
were deemed to require entering an
intensive deradicalisation scheme.
“From 2007 to 2012, the UK
claimed that 500 out of the 2,500
people referred to Channel had
been successfully deradicalised,
with many cases determined not to
necessitate an intervention,” Roberts said.
France has taken a tougher approach. Dozens of people have
been imprisoned since the Charlie
Hebdo and November 13th Paris attacks of 2015, despite several of the
attackers learning their creed while
in prison. After briefly adopting the
Danish model, the initiative was
scrapped and replaced with solitary
confinement.
In Berlin, Palestinian-born Ahmad Mansour, a psychologist, runs
the Hayat programme. It works

closely with Salafist families on
reintegrating returnee fighters into
German society.
Mansour has voiced concern over
what he called “scaremongering”
by Western politicians over returnees, many of whom he said were
disillusioned victims of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) rather
than genuine threats.
Despite Hayat’s approach proving successful with neo-Nazi extremists, it is less clear how well it
fares against Islamists in a country
where Salafism is on the rise, and
dangerously little attention is paid
to prison radicalisation, a report
by German broadcaster Deutsche
Welle stated.
Perhaps the best-known deradicalisation initiative is the one begun in 2004 by Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Nayef bin Abdulaziz, which, similarly to recent

Men learn how to use computers in a classroom at the Mashal
deradicalisation centre run by the army in Pakistan’s Swat valley,
April 13th, 2012.
(Reuters)

Pakistani efforts, has a relatively
good reputation. Saudi authorities
said in 2007 that their success rate
approached 90%, although this has
since been questioned.
“Both countries use individually tailored combinations of religious engagement and instruction,
psychological-emotional therapies
and material incentives, aimed at
judiciously reintegrating convicted
jihadists back into society,” Roberts
said.
“Islamic clerics focus particularly
on changing ideas regarding takfir (apostasy), used by jihadists as
justification for committing violent
acts against anyone deemed kafir
(unbeliever),” he said.
Post-release programmes, such
as material incentives and employment, appear to be generally effective at changing behaviour. In Saudi
Arabia, this involves supplying released candidates with a car, house
and, in some cases, a wife.
Despite reports of recidivism in
Saudi Arabia being small, several
that were made public were highprofile cases. Said al-Shihri passed
the kingdom’s programme, yet became the leader of al-Qaeda in Yemen and ringleader of the planned
2008 bombing of the US embassy in
Sana’a. The programme will not be
effective against participants such
as Shihri, who view the kingdom’s
clerics as West-aligned apostates.
Saudi Arabia is not the only example of a state bragging about its
success, with Malaysia recently announcing a 97.5% success rate and
a willingness to share its deradicalisation programme with Europe.
Deputy Prime Minister Ahmad Zahid Hamidi said 240 Malaysian detainees had been deradicalised in
the past decade.
German academic Peter Neu-

mann, author of Radicalized: New
Jihadists and the Treat to the West,
said: “You can’t deradicalise everyone.” The programmes, he said,
“typically work when people already have doubts, which you try
to leverage and facilitate some type
of exit”.
Deradicalisation expert Daniel
Koehler said programmes need to
tailor themselves to individual cases such as the Channel and Saudi
processes aim to do, beginning with
an assessment of driving factors.
Neumann concurred. Among
foreign fighters, he said, “a lot of
people are seekers. They are lost,
looking for a strong identity… They
come from marginalised backgrounds where they don’t see the
opportunity to achieve this. The
theology then provides them with
an anchor, but that comes later.
The fundamental drivers are other
things: Personal, emotional needs.”
This implies that rehabilitation
for an extremist militant fighting
against Sunni oppression should
differ from the approach towards
someone who became a terrorist
for lack of employment, for example.
However, despite what some
countries say, deradicalisation has
not proved successful on its own
and any efficient counter-extremist
programme must be multifaceted.
“The answer lies in finding the
optimal mix of context-specific
strategies, including deradicalisation, in partnership with law enforcement and community-based
programmes, in order to provide a
holistic approach to addressing the
dangers of violent radicals,” Roberts said.
Ibraheem Juburi is an intern with
The Arab Weekly.
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Rise of anti-immigration politics in Italy, Austria
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

T

he rise of nativist ant-immigration politics looks
to continue throughout
Europe into 2017 following the resignation of
Italian prime minister Matteo Renzi and the rise of Austria’s far-right
Freedom Party.
Renzi announced he would be
stepping down after a referendum
defeat December 4th, with farright parties portraying a popular
“No” vote against his proposed
constitutional reform as an important victory for populist anti-establishment politics. The anti-establishment Five Star Movement and
anti-immigration Northern League
party look set to dominate postRenzi Italian politics.
Both parties are opposed to the
eurozone and current levels of immigration from the Middle East
and North Africa but not Italian
membership of the European Union itself.

Renzi announced he
would be stepping
down after a
referendum defeat
December 4th.
Italy has seen unprecedented illegal immigration across the Mediterranean from Libya. An estimated
27,500 migrants and refugees landed on Italian shores in October, the
highest recorded monthly figure
and more than twice as many as in
September, European border agency Frontex reported. Figures such
as this are expected to increase.
France’s National Front leader
Marine Le Pen, an ally of the Northern League who has also spoken
out against immigration, posted
on Twitter: “The Italians have disavowed the EU and Renzi. We must
listen to this thirst for freedom of
nations.”
Five Star Movement leader
Beppe Grillo, a former comedian

who founded the party in 2009,
called for an early election before
the end of the year following Renzi’s resignation. Italy’s next elections are scheduled for 2018.
The Five Star Movement has become increasingly popular over the
past five years, receiving the third
highest number of votes in the 2012
local elections and winning the
second most popular votes at the
2013 general election.
“Democracy was the winner,”
Grillo wrote in a post-vote blog.
Many Italian political analysts said
the Five Star Movement, thanks
to its broad appeal among Italy’s
working and middle classes, could
easily emerge on top at forthcoming elections possibly leading to a
change in Italy’s response to immigration.
“The people have won,” tweeted
Matteo Salvini, head of the antiimmigration Northern League party following the referendum vote.
The rise of populist anti-establishment politics in Italy, as represented by the Five Star Movement and
the Northern League, echoes the
rise of similar politics such as the
UK Independence Party in Britain,
the National Front in France and
Donald Trump in the United States.
There has been a push back from
EU officials following Brexit and the
clear rise of nativist politics not just
in the United Kingdom and France
but a number of other EU countries
following mass immigration amid
the worst refugee crisis since the
end of the second world war.
EU leaders celebrated the defeat
of far-right Freedom Party candidate Norbert Hofer in Austria’s
presidential elections as a rare ray
of light for traditional mainstream
politics. Former Green Party leader
Alexander Van der Bellen pledged
to be an “open-minded, liberalminded and above all a pro-European president”.
Austrian Green party politician
Werner Kogler described Van der
Bellen’s victory as a “small global
turning of the tide in these uncertain, not to say hysterical and even
stupid times”.
Despite failing to secure the presidency, which is a largely ceremonial

Beppe Grillo, the founder of the anti-establishment Five Star Movement, talks during a march in support
of the ‘No’ vote in the upcoming constitutional reform referendum in Rome, on November 26th.
(Reuters)

position in Austria, the far-right
anti-immigration and eurosceptic
Freedom Party was upbeat about
the future. “We made history yesterday. 2017 will be the year of the
Freedom Party! Our time comes,”
said Freedom Party leader HeinzChristian Strache.
Many
liberals
and
ethnic
minorities have expressed concern
about the rise of Austria’s Freedom
Party, particularly towards its
stance on immigration. Defeated
presidential candidate Norbert
Hofer had been particularly
outspoken against Islam in his
campaign. “Islam is not a part of
Austria,” he said.
Such Islamophobic statements
had gained Hofer a following
among many Austrians, which is
also witnessing an unprecedented
migration crisis. Vienna pushed

through a controversial law in April
restricting the rights of asylum and
allowing claimants to be rejected
at the border. The heightened tensions surrounding Austria’s migration crisis has led to the popular
emergence of anti-immigration
right-wing views as espoused by
the Freedom Party.

The Five Star
Movement has
become increasingly
popular over the past
five years.
“As a lone party against the Social Democrats, the People’s Party,
the Greens, other parties, the entire
media and several major businessmen in the country, we still took

some 2 million votes. That puts us
in pole position for the parliamentary elections,” Anton Mahdalik, a
Freedom Party councillor in Vienna, told the Daily Telegraph, a British newspaper.
Again, Le Pen, the standardbearer for far-right politics in
mainland Europe, was on hand to
beat the anti-establishment drum.
“Congratulations to the Freedom
Party who fought with courage.
The next legislative elections will
see their victory,” she tweeted after
the vote.
The next Austrian parliamentary
elections are to take place before
2018 with the Freedom Party eyeing an increase on its 2013 thirdplace finish.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Will Europe accommodate Russia’s rise?

View poi nt

Francis Ghilès

B

ritain’s impending
withdrawal from the
European Union and
the election of Donald
Trump to the presidency of the United
States foretell a shift in the unity
against Russia that has been a
hallmark of international Western
policy since the end of the second
world war.
How dramatic such a shift
might be is anybody’s guess. How
far might Russia’s sphere of
influence extend? What will the
consequences be on countries
that escaped from the former
Soviet domination less than a
generation ago? How will this
affect the European Union’s
already weakened capacity for
foreign policy-making?
Over the past decade, Europe
has seen states on its eastern, but
even more so its southern,
borders collapse. When EU
leaders offered membership to
Poland, the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Slovenia — public
opinion in Western Europe
agreed. The continent’s economy
was growing strongly and many
French and Italian voters viewed
this as the reunification of the
Christian Europe of yesteryear.
At the same time, many of them
were hostile to the European

Events have allowed Putin to
morph to a visionary
euro-sceptic leader.

Union’s offer to Turkey to join.
Incorporating Eastern European
countries to maintain a stable
post-war European order was a
policy promoted by the political
establishment in Brussels,
London and Paris.
Voters in France and Italy were
far more reticent when, after
2003, the European Union
strongly backed by the United
States and Poland, sought to
promote economic cooperation
with and reform of Ukraine;
future membership in NATO was
also on the table. The mood of
rebellion against further European integration, viewed as an
establishment project, explains
the French vote against the Treaty
of Maastricht in 2005. French
rulers behaved as if nothing had
happened.
As the financial crisis of 2008
took its toll of misery across the
European Union, interest in
further engagement in Ukraine
dropped sharply. In 2015, a Pew
poll determined that slight
majorities in France, Germany
and Italy said their countries
should not uphold their treaty
obligation to defend an eastern
NATO ally — already an EU
member — should it be attacked
by Russia.
Voters, particularly conservative and nationalist ones, had by
then come to see terrorism and
large flows of immigration from
southern rim Mediterranean
countries as a far greater threat
than Russia’s increasingly

aggressive policy. The bloody
mayhem that has engulfed the
Middle East since 2011 has
allowed Russian President
Vladimir Putin to morph from a
harsh dictator to a visionary
euro-sceptic leader who likes to
see Orthodox Russia as a bulwark
against radical Islam and terrorism.
More and more conservative
voters are inclined to agree. Politicians take notice. It bears remembering that Nicolas Sarkozy, that
archetype opportunist, ran as a
pragmatic pro-American candidate for president in 2007 but as a
pro-Russian populist in his failed
bid this autumn. François Fillon,
who will lead the French right
into battle next spring has, for
more than a decade, offered to
reach out to Russia and he knows
French electors are more concerned about immigration and
terrorism than about what Russia
gets up to in Ukraine.
He is not alone among senior
European politicians in saying
that Russia’s interests must be
taken into account. The recently
elected presidents of Moldova
and Bulgaria share his view as
does the Czech head of state, who
recently expressed his gratitude
to the Russians for having recued
his country from Nazism and criticised EU sanctions as “nonsense”.
Hungarian President Viktor
Orban, who resents EU interference in his own affairs, is pushing
ahead with plans for a Russianbuilt nuclear power plant despite

Where
Putin’s
ambitions
will stop is
anyone’s
guess.

opposition from Brussels. He
constantly rails against Islam and
immigrants. Eastern Europe
increasingly mirrors Russia’s
social conservatism and its
people are returning to their
older identity as Christians and as
Slavs. The Kremlin has done a
good job of exploiting this wave
of pan-Slavic revival.
A cloud appears to hang over
the future of NATO as inauguration day approaches in Washington but until Trump’s policy
towards the European Union,
NATO and Russia becomes
clearer, it is impossible to speak
of a dramatic shift in European
policy towards Russia.
The problem faced by many in
Eastern Europe is nonetheless
acute: Should they continue to
meet Russian aggression and
intimidation with sanctions and
eastward military deployments?
Should they flip alliances? More
realistically, should they accommodate Russia’s rise?
Abandoning sanctions would
spell the end of the West’s policy
of trying to put an end to the war
in Ukraine. If European states
scrambled individually to cut a
deal with the Kremlin, that would
spell concessions in Syria and
grant Russia greater influence in
Eastern Europe. Where Putin’s
ambitions will stop is anyone’s
guess.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Tunisian
ambassador renews
call for Britain to
lift travel ban
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

T

unisian Ambassador to
the United Kingdom Nabil
Ammar renewed calls for
the British government to
lift its travel ban on flights
to Tunisia, a measure that has been
in place since the June 2015 terrorist attack in the eastern Tunisian
city of Sousse.
“Eighteen months after the
tragic events at Sousse, we think
it is more than time to at least adjust the travel ban,” Ammar said.
“There has been a lot of change in
terms of improving security and so
it’s past time now to readjust this
travel ban, which is not only hurting the tourism sector but also affecting the image of our country.”

Eighteen months
after the tragic
events at Sousse,
we think it is more
than time to at
least adjust the
travel ban.

”

Tunisian Ambassador
to the United Kingdom
Nabil Ammar

Since the attack, Tunisia has
adopted stringent anti-terrorism
measures, including the review
of security procedures at hotel
and travel installations. They announced the dismantling of many
jihadist cells and the prevention of
a number of attacks.
“There is a gap between what
the advice is saying and the reality
on the ground in Tunisia,” Ammar
said.
The British Foreign Office has ad-

vised against “all but essential travel” to Tunisia since the attack at the
Sousse beach resort, which resulted
in the death of 38 tourists, including 30 Britons. A state of emergency, which has been extended numerous times, remains in effect in
Tunisia. It is set to end on January
19th, although many observers expect it to be renewed again.
“The threat from terrorism in Tunisia is high. Further attacks remain
highly likely, including against foreigners. Security forces remain on
a high state of alert in Tunis and
other locations,” the Foreign Office
warned in a statement.
“Although we have had good cooperation from the Tunisian government, including putting in place
additional security measures, the
intelligence and threat picture had
developed considerably, reinforcing our view that a further terrorist
attack is highly likely.”
Ammar said that, given the current international climate, there
can be no travel destination that is
100% safe from a terrorist attack.
“There is nowhere where it is
zero risk. Is there any need for me
to recall what happened in Paris or
Turkey or Brussels?” he said. “So it
is not a technical question. It has
more to do with political courage,
long-term vision and solidarity.”
“What we are saying is that there
has been a lot of progress and the
level of threat is comparable to any
big city in Europe, including London,” he added.
Ammar’s views echo comments
issued by Tunisian Interior Minister
Hedi Majdoub, who recently visited
London. “The threat exists everywhere. The question is: Do you
trust the Tunisians or not?” he told
Britain’s Guardian newspaper.
“We are not saying to Europeans:
‘Please come to Tunisia; there are

Tunisians and foreign tourists hold hands as they observe a minute of silence in memory of the
Sousse attack victims, in June 2015.
(Reuters)
no threats’. There are threats, as
there are all round the world, but
we are ready to cooperate continuously on any security issue to assure the British and to ameliorate
the situation and build confidence
in us,” Majdoub said.
Spain and Sweden recently lifted their travel bans to Tunisia but
restrictions continue to apply in
Britain, Ireland, the Netherlands
and Belgium. Despite facing such
restrictions, Tunisia has sought to
make up for the shortfall of tourists from elsewhere, particularly
neighbouring countries and newer
markets such as Russia and China.
China’s National Tourist Administration said that four times as
many Chinese tourists visited Tunisia in 2016 than in 2015, owing
largely to rising income levels and
easing of visa requirements, meaning more Chinese tourists than ever

before are travelling abroad.
“This is good but it should not be
at the cost of other tourists,” Ammar said. “We want to add more
people coming and visiting Tunisia.
We want to improve our tourist sector. Tunisia is a beautiful country,
a land of culture and communication, and we want this identity to
endure.”

Spain and Sweden
recently lifted their
travel bans to
Tunisia.
Ammar, who is originally from
Sousse, said the most important
thing is not the effect on Tunisia’s
tourist economy but the global
struggle against terrorism.
“By this travel ban, we are only

fulfilling the terrorists’ objectives,”
he said. “They want Tunisia to be
cut off [from the rest of the world]…
If we really want to fight against terrorism, we should say, ‘Yes, we are
here. You will not win.’”
As for his message to British tourists, historically among the most
numerous visitors to Tunisia, Ammar said: “On the same beaches our
blood — Tunisians and Britons —
were mixed to fight against Nazism.
Today, it’s almost the same kind of
struggle.
“For those who know the country, we know that you love our
country as the country loves you
so the real challenge today is to increase understanding between our
people and to improve communication. I believe, very much, in communication at the level of peoples.
We need to work together to overcome this challenge.”

When a European country takes an honest
view of Muslims in its midst

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

P

redictably, easily and
shamefully, a new
British governmentcommissioned report
on integration and
opportunity for
minorities is being dismissed as a
Muslim-bashing exercise that
unfairly puts the community in
the spotlight. This, despite an
inconvenient truth: The study by
Louise Casey, a senior government official who has long worked
on social welfare, offers a reasonable blueprint for positive and
meaningful change.
If properly read, carefully
absorbed, creatively acted upon
and constructively extended, the
report could serve to benefit
British Muslims and the communities they live in.
Yet, within hours of its publication, those crying foul were
leading the chorus against the
report, its author’s perspective
and her style of writing. “Inflammatory and divisive,” said
Mohammed Shafiq, chief executive of the Ramadhan Foundation.
“One-sided,” added Harun Khan,
secretary-general of the Muslim

There are many live points of
friction between European
Muslims and the societies where
they live.

Council of Britain. “Negative
rhetoric against immigrants,”
lamented Saira Grant of the Joint
Council for the Welfare of Immigrants. “Stop blaming immigrants,” advised Jon Fox, an
academic at the Centre for the
Study of Ethnicity and Citizenship
at the University of Bristol.
There was a reason the objections sounded well-rehearsed,
well-worn and wrathful. Such
complaints are routinely trotted
out whenever European countries
consider issues to do with societal
cohesion and cultural commingling with respect to their Muslim
populations. There are many live
points of friction, big and small,
between European Muslims and
the societies in which they live.
These include sharia councils,
burqa and burkini bans, mosque
monitoring, polygamy, women’s
empowerment, schoolboys
shaking hands with their female
teachers.
Some of them become controversial in France, Germany and
Britain, which have the biggest
Muslim populations in the
European Union. Others become
briefly important in countries
with smaller Muslim populations
— Belgium, Switzerland, the
Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark.
In most cases, the end result
was the same: Muslims bristle at
being singled out for their social

habits and cultural predilections;
right-wing politicians play up
Muslims’ alleged recidivism;
governments alternately talk
sweetly and talk tough. Everyone
retires from the contest in a
thoroughly bad mood.
This is where Casey report
offers the chance to do something
different. First, it says the
unsayable, acknowledging that
British politicians and officials
fail to raise issues or deal with
them for fear of being dubbed
racist.
Second, it puts the authorities
on the spot — requiring them to
produce and pay for, say, information technology (IT) courses and
sports activities for children in
deprived areas to help young
people of different communities
come together. It also wants more
funding for local English language
and adult skills classes.
The report recommends that
local authorities regularly collect
statistics on hate crimes, on
deficiencies in knowledge of
English and on whether free
housing is helping or hindering
segregation. It suggests that
immigrants’ rights and obligations be understood all around,
that new immigrants swear an
integration oath and that British
schools teach British values
without hesitation or apology. It
wants a new oath for public office

Integration
must be
a process
in which
everyone
participates.

holders, recommending that they
pledge “tolerance of those with
different faiths and beliefs”.
And it sensibly indicates that
integration must be a process in
which everyone participates —
the newcomer as well the host
community.
This last point is legitimate and
enormously important. While the
report emphasises the need for
immigrants to integrate, it does
not, as some critics have pointed
out, strongly enough stress the
parallel effort that must be made
by white Britons. The report
refers to “long-standing communities struggling to adjust to the
changes around them” but it does
not focus sharply enough on how
to bring these “long-standing
communities” around to the view
that all immigrants, Muslims and
refugees are not necessarily dirty,
dangerous and — in US Presidentelect Donald Trump’s favourite
categorisation — a “disaster”.
Therein lies the challenge. It
would be fair to say the issue is
almost as intractable — and
reflexively irritable — as the
Muslim caterwauling that starts
up when plans for social cohesion
are considered.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a columnist
for The Arab Weekly. Her blog can
be found at www.rashmee.com and
she is on Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Iraqi banks rely on government support to recover
from ISIS devastation
The Arab Weekly staff

London

I

raq’s private banks are pinning hope on the oil-rich
government to bring balance
sheets severely affected by Islamic State’s (ISIS) takeover of
parts of the country back into the
black.
Iraqi Private Banks’ Association
President Ali Tareq told Reuters
that several lenders could not pass
a stress test of international standards at their current level of capitalisation.
“Collectively, banks have lost
nearly 100 branches in hot areas
with all their assets, funds, buildings, everything without any compensation,” he said. “If a stress test
is held currently, it should take
into consideration the current situation of the country and the Iraqi
banking sector.”
The weakness of the private
banks does not severely affect the
overall banking sector, which is
dominated by state-owned banks
feeding on business from the oilrich country’s government. It is a
setback, however, for government
efforts to develop the private sector and reduce the nation’s reliance on oil revenues.

Iraq’s financial crisis
has forced the
government to
introduce austerity
measures.
To reinvigorate private lenders,
the central bank considered offering private banks the possibility of
setting up a $422.8 million fund
that would invest in the government’s “strategic infrastructure
projects”, such as housing, transport and sewage ventures, Tareq
said.

The government would thus
provide the banks with a steady
stream of business that would
help restore their balance sheets.
“The central bank is in the final
steps. It has sent a letter to the
participant banks to determine
their shares. All banks are allowed
to participate,” Tareq said. “Other
than levying interest, the banks
will be engaged in long-term,
guaranteed projects.”

Some expect Iraq’s
defence spending to
be reduced when ISIS
militants are driven
out of Mosul.
Other than damage to the assets
of the banks and the banks’ clients, the militants’ sweeping advance across northern and western Iraq caused a rush on liquidity.
People became worried that they
would no longer be able to access
their money deposited in banks.
Iraq relies almost entirely on cash
for day-to-day transactions.
Iraq’s state-owned banks —
Rafidain, Rasheed, Agriculture, Industrial, Real Estate and the Housing Fund — control together 86%
of total deposits — $48 billion — and
45 private banks share the remaining 14%, said Tareq.
“There were many withdrawals of deposits by citizens because
the circumstances at the time required that they have liquidity,”
said Tareq. “Bank transactions
were dealt a heavy blow at the
same time, as lending and letters
of credit” to the private sector
“decreased as the government executed fewer projects”, he added.
Iraq has been prey to war and insurgency since the US-led invasion
of the country in 2003. As a result,
Iraqis are reluctant to use banks in
case violence prevents them from
accessing their cash or restrictions
are placed on withdrawals.

An Iraqi employee counts bills with a money counting machine at Ashur International Bank in
Baghdad, on December 5th.
Private banks suffered a lot
more than the state-owned ones
that relied on government liquidity and transactions to stay afloat
throughout the 36 years of wars
and sanctions that the country
went through.
The Iraqi government is hoping
that a new deal by the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) to lower output
for a six-month period will help
the war-weary country generate
enough revenue to help pay for
its costly, 2-year-old fight against
ISIS.
Iraq, whose oil revenues make
up nearly 95% of its budget, has
been reeling under an economic
crisis since late 2014, when oil

prices began their descent from a
high of more than $100 a barrel.
Iraq’s financial crisis has forced
the government to introduce austerity measures, eliminating posts,
merging some ministries, halting
spending on construction projects
and imposing new taxes. It has
also sought loans from foreign and
local lenders.
Some expect Iraq’s defence
spending to be reduced when ISIS
militants are driven out of the
northern city of Mosul.
“I call it a peace budget rather
than a war budget, as much of the
military expenses will go down
with the liberating of Mosul this
year, ending major battles,” said
Mudhir Mohammed Salih, an eco-

(Reuters)

nomic adviser to the Iraqi prime
minister. “By then, we’ll see more
surpluses to cover other areas.”
In July, Iraq secured a $5.34 billion loan from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) that could
unlock a further $18 billion in
loans. The IMF has established a
series of benchmarks connected
to the 3-year loan, requiring Iraq
to reduce public spending, improve collection of taxes and customs fees and fight corruption and
money laundering. Other loans
and payment facilities also were
offered from other countries to
cover defence costs.
The Arab Weekly staff and news
agencies

Going Global Live makes Middle East pitch
Dunia El-Zobaidi

London

A

bout 3,600 business
owners and entrepreneurs recently joined a
rich stream of trade and
international business
expansion experts at Going Global
Live, a two-day exhibition and conference in London.
Participants enjoyed a showcase
of the international opportunities
available to British businesses targeting overseas growth and trade.
With support from the Department
for International Trade, the Institute of Export and Open to Export,
among others, the event aimed to
help small and medium-size British
enterprises navigate foreign markets.
Several businesses at the event
in November focused on the Middle East.
Mohammed al-Musharrekh, director of Invest in Sharjah, said his
organisation was exhibiting to present a new image about doing business in Sharjah.

Several businesses at
the event in
November focused
on the Middle East.
“Free zones have been established in Sharjah since 1995 but
we, as an investment promotion
agency, have formed recently and
are promoting Sharjah under a new
brand,” he said. “The new identity

sends a clear message that Sharjah is now focusing on attracting
new direct investments from the
world.”

The next Going
Global Live event is
scheduled for May
17th-18th at ExCeL
London.
Invest in Sharjah promoted
health care, renewable energy, environment, logistics and transportation and tourism as well as the
new free zone. Musharrekh said
free zones in publishing, health
care, research, technology and media would soon be established in
the UAE emirate.
Musharrekh particularly emphasised opportunities in manufacturing.
‘The manufacturing sector has
a lot of opportunities as Sharjah is
known as the manufacturing hub
of the UAE. We have more than
35% of that industry in the UAE,”
he said,
Proven SA, which focuses on investment in Saudi Arabia, specialising in immigration, employment
regulations and logistics, also had
an exhibit at the conference.
’We want to make sure our clients
are compliant and we are able to
communicate between the foreign
investors and the government,”
said Osman Qureshi, an account
manager with Proven SA.
MENA Associates, a political risk
consulting firm based in London,
provides information services,

Photo taken at Going Global Live, November 2016.
such as publications, for people
looking to invest in the Middle
East.
‘We look at events that are happening in the region. We have a long
history of studying each region. We
provide analysis and give predictions of what could happen in the
future. We want to help companies
prepare their business strategies
or just to be aware of what’s going
on,” said Stefano Ghirardi, regional
manager for MENA Associates.
“We have offices on the ground,
which helps us go beyond the news
and we try to focus on what could
help businesses specifically. The
news can give a lot of information
and we try to filter it into one publication on what is relevant for a

(Gabriella Karney)

business.”
Horizon International Cargo, another exhibitor at the London conference, works with companies to
get their products where they want
them to go.
“The trend we have seen in the
Middle East is there are a lot of
British manufacturers and brands
that want to get into this market
more and more,” Horizon International Cargo product manager Tony
Leach said.
“The Middle East has transformed from being a banking region to a trading region where
[companies] can promote and sell
their products. Dubai, Saudi Arabia
and Qatar are the main countries
we deal with. When one or two

British brands establish themselves
in the region, the rest will follow.
“North America has an established retail consumption with a
huge population. Same with China.
People still see the Middle East as
a new region even though it is not
a new region. However, as a European, they see they have already
conquered those parts of the world
and now the Middle East is seen as
an area to expand their brands,”
Leach said.
He gave examples of his firms’
British clients marketing their
products in Dubai.
“We have a British manufacturer client of very high-quality televisions. They are unique because
they are waterproof,” Leach said.
“A number of the main hotel chains
in Dubai are investing in this equipment to the point where they have
TVs in their swimming pools or hot
tubs,” Leach said.
“Future projects we see are
consumer projects in the Middle
East. They market it very quickly
through ecommerce channels and
social media. We have a company
that produces coding for children. The company has only been
around for two and a half years and
they are now valued at 70 million.”
The next Going Global Live
event is scheduled for May 17th18th at ExCeL London alongside
the second Foreign Direct Investment Expo. If you’re interested in
exhibiting, please contact Simon
Chicken on 0117 907 3520 or simon.
chicken@prysmgroup.co.uk
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.
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Saudi-Russian coordination instrumental
in OPEC agreement
Walid Khadduri

Beirut

O

il ministers of the Organisation of the Petroleum
Exporting
Countries
(OPEC) surprised the
markets by announcing
an agreement that called for a 4.5%
production cut that would decrease
OPEC production 1.2 million barrels
per day (bpd) to a target ceiling of
32.5 million bpd for the first six
months of 2017.
The cuts may be renewed for another six months upon the agreement of the council of ministers
in a meeting May 25th. Non-OPEC
producers have also pledged to reduce output by 600,000 bpd, leading to a total production cut of 1.8
million bpd. Russia will lead the
non-OPEC cuts with a 300,000-bpd
reduction.
The cuts are projected to decrease the record-level crude oil
storage globally. Oil producers had
marathon talks during the past few
weeks. Saudi Arabia and Russia,
the world’s two biggest oil producers, played a pivotal role in ironing
out the many differences among
the producers.

Putin “played a
crucial role in
helping OPEC
rivals Iran and
Saudi Arabia set
aside
differences.
Reuters news agency

”

The agreements’ modest achievements are expected to establish a
floor price of $50-$55 per barrel, a
range that would assure producing countries revenue increases of
billions of dollars. A major driving
force behind the agreement is the
financial constraint experienced
by those countries during the oil
price crash of 2014-16. They want to
avoid a third year of low oil prices.
Many of them are worried about
the political consequences of prolonged budget constraints.
The floor price of $50-$55 per
barrel is in the range of most of the
producing countries’ oil price estimate in their budget projections.
The projected floor price remains

Cairo

E

gypt sharply raised customs duties on more than
300 goods to encourage
domestic production and
curb a ballooning trade deficit, prompting fears that consumers struggling to deal with doubledigit inflation will face further price
increases.
The increases, which saw many
tariffs jump to 60%, are the second Egyptian officials imposed this
year. Cairo relies heavily on imports
of everything from wheat to luxury
cars.

Analysts said
discouraging imports
could help ease
pressure on the
pound.
The increases follow a slew of other measures, including a currency
flotation, increases in fuel and power prices and a new value-added tax.

Exxon pulls out of
exploration blocks
in Kurdistan
Exxon Mobil has pulled out of half
of the six exploration blocks it operated in the Kurdistan region, the
Iraq Oil Report stated.
The oil company walked away
from operations in the Qara Hanjeer,
Arbat East and Betwata blocks, the
magazine reported.
Chevron, the second-largest US oil
company after Exxon Mobil, relinquished its interest in the Rovi block
north of Erbil at the end of 2015 but
continued to test wells in the Sarta
area.
Since 2014, international oil companies have renounced 19 exploration blocks in Kurdistan, an analysis
by the Iraq Oil Report revealed.
(Reuters)

below the price range that would
trigger a resurgence of US shale oil
production, which costs approximately $55-$75 a barrel to produce.
A $50-$55 per barrel Brent price
would also stimulate investments
in the upstream sector. There is
much concern in the global oil industry that a shortfall of investments will result in an imbalanced
supply and demand in global oil
markets before the end of the decade, leading to a resurgence in oil
prices.
Markets reacted positively to the
agreement, rising quickly about
10% to $50 per barrel. Observers
continue to question the credibility
of the agreement and how faithfully the countries will adhere to their
pledges. Many questions have been
raised about Russia’s commitment
to its pledge. Some large Russian
firms had announced that they plan
to increase production in 2017.
A Russian energy source briefed
on the discussions said: “President
[Vladimir] Putin wants the deal…
Russian companies will have to cut
production.” The Russian economy
is heavily dependent on oil rent.
The price crash of 2014-16 caused
many constraints in the Russian
economy.
Russia and Saudi Arabia, the
world’s two largest oil producers,
cooperated closely to forge the
agreement, succeeding to enlist
support modifying the positions of
the main producers (Saudi Arabia,
Iran, Iraq and Russia).
Russia’s main role was to negotiate with rival OPEC producers,
mediating differences that OPEC

members could not reach on their
own because of their rivalries. Putin “played a crucial role in helping
OPEC rivals Iran and Saudi Arabia
set aside differences” to forge the
agreement, Reuters reported.
Iran agreed to a modest increase
in its allocation to 3.797 million
bpd, compared to 3.75 million bpd
and 3.78 million bpd during the
past two consecutive months, instead of holding to its demands of
a pre-sanction 4 million bpd production level and 12.7% of gross
OPEC production. Saudi Arabia also
agreed to take a cut of 486,000 bpd
— the largest among OPEC states —
and to be assigned a new allocation
of 10.058 million bpd.
Iraq, the second largest OPEC
producing country, accepted a cut
of 210,000 bpd, the second largest
reduction among OPEC states, to be
allotted a production level of 4.351
million bpd. The Iraqi reduction
was from the government production figures, as Baghdad had protested the use of secondary sources
(energy news agency and consulting houses figures) used as a reference by OPEC.
The organisation, however, will
continue using secondary sources
as its main reference for production figures. OPEC established a
committee of Kuwait, Algeria and
Venezuela to review the monthly
figures.
The encounter between OPEC
and non-conventional oil is the
first of many that are projected to
flare up. Much will depend on the
price level, whether it will move to
record highs of more than $100 per

barrel, as it did in the pre-2014 period, or even if it surpasses the $55$75 per barrel cost range of nonconventional oil production. It will
also depend on how low the cost
of producing non-conventional oil
can decline.
The 2014-16 price crash has driven home an important message to
OPEC countries. They cannot any
longer plan their budgets on record-level prices, investing billions
of dollars in white elephant projects or endure massive corruption
practices and huge unproductive
employment in the public sector.
Such practices carry heavy financial burdens that low oil prices cannot sustain.

President Vladimir
Putin wants the
deal… Russian
companies will
have to cut
production.

”

A Russian energy source

The main lesson of the recent oil
price crash should drive home a
second one to the producing countries. It is necessary to diversify national economies, stop reliance on
oil rent alone and provide for the
rise of several productive economic
sectors such as agriculture, hightech industries and tourism.
Walid Khadduri is a Beirut-based
Iraqi writer on energy affairs.

Egypt increases customs duties as it seeks to curb imports
Lin Noueihed
and Ehab Farouk

Briefs

All are likely to fuel inflation, which
was near 14% in October.
The Finance Ministry said the
tariff increases on 320 categories
of goods targeted manufactured
products that are also made locally,
such as carpets, ceramics and cosmetics. Duties were also raised on
goods deemed non-essential, ranging from some types of fresh fruit to
shampoo and toothbrushes.
Duties on cosmetics, dairy products, air conditioners, fans, refrigerators, microwave ovens, electric
shavers, perfumes and a host other
goods were increased to 60% from
40%. Duties on carpets and baked
goods doubled to 60%.
“The amendments… aim to create the necessary climate to attract
investment… and give a strong
boost towards increasing productivity, which is the basis of economic
growth, as well as cutting imports,
which… have widened the trade
deficit to more than $49 billion,” the
Finance Ministry statement said.
Egypt has faced a shortage of hard
currency since a 2011 uprising ushered in a period of political instability that drove away tourists and foreign investors. It drained its foreign
reserves defending a fixed exchange
rate until November, when the

central bank abandoned its peg of
8.8 pounds against the dollar. The
pound has since depreciated to near
18 to the dollar.
Importers criticised the increases,
saying Egyptian suppliers did not
produce enough of any of the goods
included. The move was likely to
boost local monopolies rather than
encourage competition, they said.
“We cannot bear the increased
prices. The dollar has already increased costs by 110%, and then we
put another 60% on at customs?
People who don’t have money,
where will they buy?” said Ahmed
Shiha, head of the importers division at the Cairo Chamber of Commerce.
“We do not have a single factory
that makes a bottle of perfume… So
how are we protecting Egyptian industries?”
The ministry said the increases,
which went into effect at the start of
December, were in compliance with
World Trade Organisation standards and do not apply to countries
or blocs with which Egypt has free
trade agreements.
They would increase customs
revenues by $339 million a year if
the volume of imports remains the
same, it said.

Analysts said discouraging imports could help ease pressure on
the pound, protect some industries
and raise revenue in a country with
a gaping budget deficit.

Duties on carpets
and baked goods
doubled to 60%.
“I understand the frustration.
Everything is getting more expensive and you are throwing this on
top of it,” said Timothy Kaldas,
non-resident fellow at the Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy, “but
they are trying to create incentives
for local investment while protecting local industries and simultaneously cutting pressure on the
pound.”
The duties raised the ire of Egyptians, who bemoaned the expected
rise in prices and mocked on social
media the goods deemed non-essential.
“Showers and toothpaste are considered provocative goods, so being clean and smelling good in this
country is considered an excessive
luxury,” tweeted one Egyptian.
(Reuters)

Egypt sees ‘3-year
strategy’ to revive
economy
Egypt has an ambitious 3-year reform plan that can revive its struggling economy, Minister of International Cooperation Sahar Nasr said.
The minister said the “3-year
strategy” would lead to a return of
investments, boost industrial production and create jobs.
“Once these reforms are all in
place, there will be a positive impact
on the economy,” Nasr said.
(Agence France-Presse)

Qatar to spend
$13 billion on
‘mega projects’ in
2017
Qatar will invest up to $13 billion
in major infrastructure projects next
year, the Gulf country’s Finance
minister said.
Finance Minister Ali Shareef alEmadi predicted growth of 3.4% in
2017, up from a projected 3.2% this
year.
“Increasing the investment in
mega projects reiterates the country’s commitment to achieving its
goals,” Emadi said at a Euromoney
conference in Doha.
(Agence France-Presse)

Turkey’s president
renounces US
dollar in bid to
boost lira
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan has renounced the US dollar in favour of the weakening Turkish lira in keeping with his appeal to
Turkish citizens to do the same.
Presidential spokesman Ibrahim
Kalin said Erdogan had “exchanged
all of the foreign currency in his accounts into Turkish liras” after urging his citizens to give up the greenback.
Erdogan called on Turkish citizens to convert savings held in foreign currencies into gold and Turkish lira to help boost the currency,
which recently dropped to about 3.5
lira per dollar, the weakest exchange
rate in more than a decade.
Turkish citizens often hold their
money in dollars, euros and gold to
mitigate the risk of a rapid devaluation of their currency.
(The Associated Press)
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Website seeks to match migrants with
employers in Germany
Jona Kallgren

Berlin

A

start-up company in
Berlin is trying to help
integrate the flood of
migrants into the German workforce with a
tailor-made online job market for
new arrivals.
The website MigrantHire.com
was founded by a mix of Germans
and migrants and operates with
a staff of five volunteers out of a
shared work space in a former industrial building in Berlin’s trendy
Kreuzberg district.
More than 8,000 migrants have
registered on the website — a fraction of the 890,000 asylum seekers
who arrived in Germany in 2015 but
a sign that some are serious about
finding employment.

Only 13% of asylum
seekers find work in
the first two years
after arriving in
Germany.
The website helps migrants create résumés that match German
standards, then connects the applicants to German companies. It
is free for the migrants and relies
on donations and volunteers.
MigrantHire co-founder Hussein
Shaker channelled his own experience trying to find work as a migrant into helping others. Back in
the Syrian city of Aleppo, he studied information technology (IT)
but when he arrived in Germany
he could not find work in the IT
sector. Instead he ended up working in a call centre while learning
German.
When he was approached with
the idea of MigrantHire by Remi
Mekki, a Norwegian entrepreneur
living in Berlin, he quit his job and
threw himself into the project.
On a normal workday he and
others help migrants write résumés, answer questions about German employment law and help
migrants apply for jobs that com-

Refugees show their skills in metal processing works at a workshop for refugees organised by German industrial group Siemens in
Berlin, Germany.
panies have posted on the website.
“It is not easy,” he says about the
thousands of migrants looking for
jobs. “The migrants had to leave
everything behind but I think that,
in the end… it will all work out.”
For Syrian migrant Naji Negmah, it already has. After a year
spent learning German, Negmah
was put in contact by MigrantHire
with a security company in Berlin.
After an interview, the 24-year-old
from Damascus, who arrived in
2014, was given a ten-day training
course, then started working as a
security guard at an asylum-seek-

ers home in Berlin.
Now he works full time on the
same contract as all the other staff.
Negmah is greeted by a group
of children as he enters the fourstorey former office building that
houses about 200 asylum seekers,
mostly from Syria but also Afghanistan and Iraq. He speaks Arabic to
the children and they think of him
as one of their own.
“When I came here, I knew I
wanted get a job that let me help
other migrants,” he said in fluent
German. “This job lets me do that.”
At the security company, recent

migrants make up about 25% of the
guards.
Company owner Seyed Ali
Khatoun Abadi, who arrived in
Germany as a refugee from Iran in
1986, said the recent arrivals are
the perfect fit since they can speak
to most of the asylum seekers in
their own language and they understand the stress and issues facing them.
Not everyone’s had as much
luck as Negmah, however. Even
with Germany’s national unemployment rate at only 4.1%, the
government says 400,000 asylum

(Reuters)

seekers are still looking for work.
A study published by the Federal Department for Migration and
Refugees stated that only 13% of
asylum seekers find work in the
first two years after arriving in
Germany. That figure increases to
22% in the third year and 31% in
the fourth year.
Negmah is grateful to the website.
“I like this work,” he said. “I
want to continue working as a security guard.”
(The Associated Press)

Qatari authorities block news site locally
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

popular Qatari-based
news website has been
blocked by authorities
locally in an apparent
licensing dispute that
has the site — Doha News — alleging censorship.
The editors of Doha News, an independent English-language site,
said they were surprised when
their site was blocked by authorities on November 30th. “Our URL
— dohanews.co — was apparently
blocked by both of Qatar’s internet service providers, Ooredoo
and Vodafone, simultaneously,” a
statement by the publication said.
Readers were directed to an alternate hosting address but authorities in Doha blocked that web
address as well.
“We can only conclude that our
website has been deliberately targeted and blocked by Qatar authorities,” the Doha News statement said. It called the decision to
block the site disappointing and an
“act of censorship”.
The 8-year-old news site, which
reportedly has a monthly readership of 1 million unique users, has
been forced to scale down its operation until the matter is resolved.
“In the interest of protecting
our team, we will be reducing the

A trader uses his smartphone to follow news at Qatar Stock
Exchange in Doha, Qatar, November 9th, 2016.
number of articles we publish until we can resolve the problem and
get dohanews.co unblocked,” a
statement on its website said.
“At the same time, we reject the
idea that our news website should
be blocked over licensing concerns. This is a clear act of censorship and a fairly unprecedented
one in Qatar,” Doha News added.
The Doha Centre for Media Freedom said it determined that the

(Reuters)

blocking of Doha News was not
due to censor but was a matter of
registration and licensing.
“The measures taken against
Doha News were due to the failure
to comply with the legal procedures required by the authorities
for providing licences in accordance with the laws and regulations
of Qatar,” a senior unnamed official told the organisation.
The blocking of Doha News

caught the attention of international human rights organisations,
including Amnesty International.
“This is an alarming setback
for freedom of expression in the
country. Deliberately blocking
people in Qatar from accessing a
legitimate news website would be
an outright attack on media freedom,” James Lynch, Amnesty International’s deputy director for
global issues, said in a statement.
“As the nation that founded the
Al Jazeera media network and
which hosts a centre dedicated to
promoting global media freedom,
Qatar should be at the forefront of
those championing freedom of the
press,” he added.
According to Agence FrancePresse, Doha News carried an editorial two months ago alleging that
Qatar’s cybercrime law was being
used to “silence” people.
A side effect of the “Arab spring”
protests in the Middle East and
North Africa in 2011 has been the
adoption of tougher media laws in
several Arab countries, characterised with vague wording, blurring
lines between freedom of expression and matters of national security.
Although Qatar was not directly
affected by “Arab spring”-inspired
protests, it introduced in 2014 a
cybercrimes law that allows the
government to block websites it
considers dangerous and gives it
the right to punish anyone who

publishes online content that “undermines” Qatar’s “social values”
or “general order”.
In November, the editor-in-chief
of Qatar’s Arabic language daily Al
Sharq resigned from his post after
12 years due to what he said were
“personal reasons”. However, reports in the Saudi media said Jaber
Salim al-Harmi’s resignation was
tied to a comment he made on social media that appeared to upset
officials in the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC).

The news website
was blocked in an
apparent licensing
dispute.
“Other countries slash their
citizens’ salaries, while Qatar increases wages. We thank Allah
Almighty first and foremost, then
we thank our leadership that uses
national resources for its people’s
welfare,” Harmi wrote on his official Twitter account, during a time
most of the GCC states were considering austerity measures.
In 2015, Qatari authorities briefly
detained foreign journalists whose
reporting on the living conditions
of migrant workers caused an international uproar.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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Karada, Baghdad’s dying commercial heart
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

R

eaching Karada, Baghdad’s thriving market
centre only a few months
ago, is a daunting ride
through a maze of side
streets and alleys to evade thorough searches and long queues at
security checkpoints. Once there,
finding a parking place is a hassle.
Wary of booby-trapped cars, residents are suspicious of any unfamiliar vehicle and insist on checking identities of motorists.
“The catastrophe that befell
Karada made us very prudent. We
don’t want unknown cars stopping
outside our homes. Some people
have even fixed cameras to monitor the movement of visitors in the
street,” said Kazem Jawad, a resident of the neighbourhood.
The once-busy market district
has been deserted by shoppers and
visitors who enjoyed spending time
in its many cafés since a massive
bomb ripped through the crowds in
July on the eve of Eid al-Fitr, which
marks the end of the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan. More than 250
people were killed and 200 injured
in the attack, the deadliest in Iraq’s
war-weary capital in years. The Islamic State (ISIS) claimed responsibility to the attack.

Resolute customers
continue to pack
Karada’s cafés
despite security
deterrents.
“The painful blow had a tremendous impact on life in Karada.
Everything has changed. Sadness
prevails everywhere, in homes, in
shops and cafés, which used to cater for visitors from all over Baghdad and the governorates,” Jawad
added.
Stringent security measures have
been imposed since the bombing,

transforming the traditionally vibrant street into a largely deserted
area to the detriment of businesses
and residents.

The once-busy
market district has
been deserted since a
massive bomb ripped
through the crowds
in July.
“We feel isolated from the rest
of Baghdad. Entering and exiting
Karada has become a total nuisance. If the situation continues as
such, many people will be forced to
leave the area in which they were
born, thus affecting the social fabric of the street in which Baghdad’s
most prominent families resided
for decades,” said a housewife in
her 40s, who asked to be identified
as Umm Mariam.
Recriminations by residents,
shop owners and businesses in
Karada prompted Baghdad municipality to reopen the street for
12 hours a day but economic activity failed to pick up as Baghdadis,
especially families with children,
refrained from going there because
of severe security checks and hassles.
Haidar Lazem, a 24-year-old
street vendor, said with deep bitterness: “We had a prosperous life.
Every day I used to make enough
money to bring food to the table
and much more… The place was
very popular but conditions have
changed drastically… The arbitrary
decisions and ambiguous security plans dealt a fatal and decisive
blow to the commerce in Karada.”
Mohamad Karim, owner of
ready-made cloth shop for women, bemoaned what he called the
“slow death” of the street. “Many
shops had to close down because
the owners could no longer afford
to pay rent. Besides, they could
hardly sell anything since the closure of the street,” he said.
“The livelihood of thousands of
families is at stake. We don’t know

Stringent security measures imposed after the bombing in Karada turned the vibrant Baghdad district
into a largely deserted area to the detriment of businesses.
(Oumayma Omar)
what to do. The government is refusing to reopen the street or to pay
compensations for the losses we
incurred. We are losing our businesses and income.”
Baghdad municipality council
member Fadel al-Chouweili said
in recent statements that the situation in Karada was “extremely
complicated” and that the “need
for a large database for the area in
addition to the difficulty of controlling people going in and out” was
among the trickiest issues.
Evidence of the July bombing is
still visible. More than 50 charred
shops are covered with black signboards and placards, inferring a
gloomy and desolate atmosphere.
Mustafa Faek, a regular customer
of Karada’s popular Rida Alwan

café, however, insists on maintaining the habit of meeting his friends
for coffee every Thursday.
“We used to stroll a lot in the alleys and enjoy window-shopping
and watching the busy crowds but
today we avoid walking by the devastated and blackened shops because it is such a sad and depressing view,” Faek said.
Economist Maytham Louaibi argued that Karada constituted an
attractive target for terrorists because of its economic importance.
“The aim is to destroy commercial
life in the area that includes… tens
of shops and trade centres and to
give the impression that life is not
possible in Baghdad.”
“The impact was huge but it is difficult to assess the losses in terms

Begging an alarming phenomenon in Jordan
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

J

ordan is concerned about the
long-term negative impact
on the rising number of children begging on the streets.
Children, including refugees,
as young as six are found begging at
various traffic intersections in the
capital Amman, while the public is
torn between wanting to do something and uncertain that helping
them is the right thing to do.
According to the latest statistics
from the Ministry of Social Development, about 79% the country’s
street beggars are in Amman with
2,945 beggars apprehended this
year compared to 1,116 in 2015 and
400 in the same period in 2014.
“It is truly an alarming situation
that needs to be resolved,” warned
ministry spokesman Fawaz Ratrot.
“The ministry is working hard to put
an end to this issue, especially that
children are driven to the streets to
beg by adults and, of course, there
are several cases where children
carry home-made items to sell but
in fact they are begging.”

In 2015 Jordan
launched a campaign
under the slogan
“Begging is
forbidden in Islam”.

Several children sitting on the pavement begging from passersby
in the streets of Amman.
(photo by Roufan Nahas)

“We have caught around 6,000
beggars since the beginning of the
year… Some are Jordanians while
others are from different nationali-

ties such as Syrians and Yemenis,”
Ratrot said.
In 2015 Jordan launched a campaign under the slogan “Begging
is forbidden in Islam”, and in May
2016, the government criminalised
begging, urging the public not to
give money to beggars whose numbers increase significantly during
the holy month of Ramadan.
The ministry recently captured
a group of Yemenis who were part
of an organised begging gang operating in Amman. An investigation
revealed they had a leader to whom
they report. Some of the collected
money was wired to their families
in Yemen.
At the other end of the beggar
demographic is Abu Ahmad, who
roams every morning between vehicles trying to sell chewing gum.
“I am 66 years old and have no
one; my children left me, and today I sell chewing gum at this traffic
light; sometimes people give me
money without taking gum but I
insist they do; others close their car
window and this is not respectful,”
he said with tearful eyes.
“Watching little kids risking their
lives in the streets and sometimes
barefooted with light clothes on
during cold days makes me give
away some money; it is true I will
never know if they are really poor or
just pretending but the scene itself
makes me feel bad for them,” said
Najat Abbasi, 44, a former teacher.
“It is not civilised (to have beggars on the street) but look at other
countries; for example, the homeless in the US and Europe; poverty
does not differentiate between religion, race or colour,” she added.
But Rowaida Nino sees things dif-

of numbers because we have to
take into account the drop in the
value of properties and the loss of
tens of jobs causing sharp unemployment among the area’s inhabitants,” Louaibi said.
On a more positive note, resolute
customers such as Faek and Sami
Jaber continue to pack Karada’s cafés despite security deterrents.
“Life should go on in spite of the
sufferings and pain. We have to acknowledge reality and deal with it.
That’s the way it should be,” Jaber,
a regular customer of Rida Alwan
café, said.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of
The Arab Weekly.

ferently. To her, begging amounts
to emotional blackmail and is an
easy way to make money.
“I don’t trust those beggars but
I feel with them because they are
maybe forced to work in the streets;
I help some families because I know
their situation very well by giving
clothes, food and sometimes money,” she said.

Children as young as
six are found begging
at various traffic
intersections in the
capital Amman.
“Some beggars try to play with
our emotions and people fall for
it. It is normal to be moved by sad
scenes such as a woman with a little
child sitting near the garbage container, but when you know that she
has rented the child per hour you
are disgusted.”
Renting a wheelchair or child, or
pretending to have lost a wallet are
some of the tactics beggars resort to
in order to lure people.
Social expert Omar Mhana said
begging was becoming a profession. “For some, it is a full-time
job that needs a lot of skills, but in
other cases it is real, true enough to
turn children to drugs and crime,
and girls to prostitution… But how
can we tell?” he added.
On average, the daily amount of
money collected from begging is
between $43 to $494, depending on
the area, officials said.
Roufan Nahhas is a journalist
based in Jordan.
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Sharjah Biennial 13 promises to be unlike
previous iterations
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Sharjah

W

ith a new concept and elaborate
programmes,
the
Sharjah Biennial 13
(SB13), organised by
the Sharjah Art Foundation, is proving to be nothing like its previous
iterations.
Curated by Beirut-based Christine
Tohmé, the biennial features a variety of exhibitions and educational
and public programmes, which have
been under way since October under the theme of tamawuj, Arabic for
“undulating” and “wavy”.
SB13 includes an online depository of research material, four projects
curated by interlocutors outside of
the United Arab Emirates, a yearlong education programme in Sharjah, a year-long online publishing
platform and additional exhibitions
and programmes in Sharjah running
from March to June 2017 and others taking place in Beirut in October
2017.
The biennial will feature more
than 50 international artists, 15 of
whom will be new participants. The
complete artist lineup is to be announced in the coming months.
The interlocutors — artist Kader
Attia, curators Lara Khaldi and
Zeynep Oz and Ashkal Alwan, the
Lebanese Association for Plastic
Arts — will work with counterparts
in Sharjah, Dakar, Ramallah, Istanbul and Beirut.

Sharjah Art
Foundation was
founded in 2009 by
Sheikha Hoor,
daughter of the ruler
of Sharjah.
They will also be creating a centralised digital storage space housing various media focusing on the
key words “water”, “earth”, “crops”
and “culinary”. Each keyword will
correspond to a locality that will
host a programme — in Dakar (January 2017), Istanbul (May 2017), Ramallah (August 2017) and Beirut
(October 2017).

Explaining the vision behind
expanding the Sharjah Biennial
across genres, themes and localities,
Tohmé said: “The institutional infrastructures within which we operate in the (MENA) region are fragile
to say the least. Working within this
reality means that we have to consider practical and viable solutions,
often coming in the form of informal
networks and personal bonds.

This edition of the
Sharjah Biennial
will be expanding
its veins to various
nodes.

”

Christine Tohmé
curator of Sharjah Biennial.
“This is why the idea of what a biennial is, and what it could do, needs
to expand and stretch in order to allow for direct intervention, vital for
the survival of many art landscapes,
institutions and individuals.”
Tohmé pointed out that the format of the biennials has taken on a
different role over the years. “In the
’90s, biennials used to be vehicles
for the locals to get acquainted with
the international art world, while
bringing international visibility to
the local art scene. Today, there
are other artistic frameworks that
play the same role, while the biennial format kept growing in size and
scope without necessarily questioning its original purpose.”
For Tohmé and Sharjah Art
Foundation President and Director Sheikha Hoor al-Qasimi, who
have worked closely together over
the years, the latest Sharjah Biennial provides a platform to use their
knowledge and understanding of
the region’s art and artists to showcase an ambitious programme.
“This edition of the Sharjah Biennial is an attempt to address this:
A proposition for how we could rethink this infrastructure called the
biennial and whether we can rearrange parts of it to come up with
a slightly adjusted whole,” said
Tohmé.
“With Sharjah positioned in a
unique way in the region, this edition of the Sharjah Biennial… will

Christine Tohmé, curator of Sharjah Biennial.
be creating unique permutations of
artistic conversation and production
from five different corners; becoming more of a blueprint for an innovative structure, than a large, centralised event,” she added.
Sheikha Hoor praised Tohmé’s
“substantial contributions” to the
development and direction of the
cultural landscape in Sharjah and
the Middle East, which she said
have been recognised both regionally and internationally.
“She has been a close colleague

for many years, participating as a
speaker in numerous Sharjah Art
Foundation March meetings and
acting as jury member for the Sharjah Biennial Prize in 2011… We are
confident that she will bring a compelling vision and perspective to
the… biennial,” Sheikha Hoor said.
“I am equally interested in presenting young artists, as I am excited about inviting old friends whose
work I have always found both relevant and strong,” Tohmé noted.
Sharjah Art Foundation was

(Photo by Tarek Mokaddem)

founded in 2009 by Sheikha Hoor,
daughter of Sheikh Sultan bin Muhammad al-Qasimi, ruler of Sharjah,
to support artists and artistic practice in the United Arab Emirates via
different platforms that include the
Sharjah Biennial, the annual March
meeting, art residencies, production grants, art exhibitions, artistic
research and publications.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.

In Fez, world’s oldest library holds gems
Herve Bar

Fez

N

estled in a labyrinth
of streets in the heart
of Morocco’s ancient
city of Fez stands the
world’s oldest working
library. Its sculpted dark wooden
door is almost hidden on the edge
of a square where artisans hammer
away at copper in a deafening din,
delighting passing tourists.
For the few lucky enough to be
allowed behind the door, a staircase tiled with green and blue hints
at the written wonders beyond.

The Qarawiyyin
library is home to
priceless treatises in
Islamic studies,
astronomy and
medicine.
As early writings from the Arabicspeaking world have come under
increasing threat from extremists,
the Qarawiyyin library is home to
priceless treatises in Islamic studies, astronomy and medicine.
The Islamic State (ISIS) burned
thousands of rare manuscripts at
the Mosul library in Iraq and Islam-

ists torched countless early writings from the Islamic world and
Greece in Mali’s Timbuktu.
The Qarawiyyin library has just
emerged from years of restoration,
although no date has been fixed for
a public opening.
“All that’s left to be done are a
few finishing touches and the electricity,” said Boubker Jouane, the
library’s deputy director.
“A house of science and wisdom,” according to its founder Fatima al-Fihri, the Qarawiyyin library
was one of the Arab world’s largest centres of learning. Fihri, the
daughter of a wealthy merchant
from Al-Qayrawan in Tunisia, established the library, the university that originally housed it and a
mosque in 859.
Today the university has moved
to a new location but the mosque,
which shares an emerald-green tile
roof with the library, still stands.
The library as it appears today
was built in the 14th century under sultan Abu Inan and restructured under king Mohammed V,
the grandfather of Morocco’s current monarch. Over the centuries,
sultans, noblemen, princesses and
wise men have contributed works
to its shelves.
Under an imposing ceiling of
wooden arabesques and a huge
copper chandelier, the main reading room sits next to an area that

contains 20,000 books.
A short walk — through a corridor
of mosaics, past panels of sculpted
cedar wood under finely chiselled
ceilings — leads to the library’s
centrepiece. The manuscript room
is hidden behind two heavy metal
doors and protected by an alarm
system and surveillance cameras.
Its wooden window shutters are
closed to prevent sunlight from entering.
Precious manuscripts are bundled in grey-coloured cardboard
files and displayed on standard
metal shelves.
Works can be consulted while
readers sit at one of two
chairs next to a simple
table — on which sits a
green felt cushion embroidered with gold
thread.
Around 3,800 titles

are kept here, some of them priceless.
One example is a treatise on
medicine by philosopher and physician Ibn Tufayl from the 12th century.
“From baldness to corns on the
foot, all ailments of the body are
listed in verse to make them easier
to learn,” Jouane said.
The word “diabetes”, which is of
Greek origin, already features written in Arabic script.
Another gem is a handwritten copy of historian and philosopher Ibn
Khaldun’s Book of Lessons. The treatise in history has been signed
by the 14th-century
thinker himself.
“Praise be to
God, what is written belongs to

A man reads an encyclopaedia about Maliki Muslim doctrine at the
al-Qarawiyyin Library in the Moroccan city of Fez, on November
21st.
(AFP)

me,” a line he wrote reads in elegant handwriting.
Another 12th-century manuscript — a treatise in astronomy by
philosopher Al-Farabi — shows the
course of the planet Jupiter, complete with drawings of astonishing
precision.
And then there is a treatise on the
Malikite doctrine in Islam written
by the grandfather of the Arab philosopher Averroes. Its 200 pages of
gazelle leather are inscribed with
tiny immaculate calligraphy dotted
with embellishments in gold ink.
Perhaps surprisingly, one of the
“works most in demand”, according to Jouane, is Christian: A 12thcentury copy of the Gospel of Mark
in Arabic.
It was translated “in all likelihood by a Christian man of letters
from Andalusia who had come to
Qarawiyyin to learn Arabic”, said
Jouane, expressing pride at the “incredible degree of tolerance at the
time”.
The library counted 30,000
manuscripts when it was founded
under Abu Inan but many were destroyed, stolen or plundered over
the years, Jouane said.
“There’s only very little left of
what once was but today we carefully watch over these priceless
treasures,” he said.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Exhibition sheds light on legacy of Tunisia’s beys
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

A

short distance from Tunis’s world-class Bardo
National Museum, stands
the largely unnoticed
palace of Ksar Said, the
former residence of the Bey Dynasty
of Tunisia. The palace was recently
brought out of the oblivion that had
shrouded it since the monarchy was
abolished and Tunisia was declared
a republic in 1957.
The palace, which dates to the
early half of the 19th century, treats
visitors to a journey into the lives
and contributions of the beys, showcasing a unique collection of artefacts and manuscripts.
The exhibition titled The Rise of
the Nation: Art at the Dawn of Modern Tunisia (1837-1881) was organised by the Foundation Rambourg
and the Tunisian National Heritage
Institute.

The palace of Ksar
Said combines both
European and ArabAndalusian
influences.
“The exhibition is a unique event
that will set in context the process
by which the modern Tunisian state
was formed during a little-known
period of its history, namely the period of great reform,” said curator
Ridha Moumni.
While the palace of Ksar Said is an
architectural jewel that combines
European and Arab-Andalusian influences, the seat of power of the
Tunisian monarchy was also the
site of events that shaped the modern state, such as abolishing slavery
and the signing of the Bardo Treaty,
which allowed the French protectorate to be established in Tunisia.
“During this complex period of
European imperial expansion in the
face of declining Ottoman power,
Tunisia undertook the modernisa-

tion of its state through a series of
reforms which saw the country assume its autonomy and equip itself
with an enduring framework,” said
Moumni.
“Unprecedented
socio-cultural
advances left a permanent mark on
the history of the nation and saw the
publication of the first legal texts
granting equal rights and religious
freedom to every Tunisian citizen,
as proclaimed in the constitution
of 1861, the first constitution in the
Arab and Muslim world.”
The exhibition features 300 works
and objects, ranging from historical
paintings to manuscripts, drawings,
medals and costumes as well as archival documents of the founding
texts of the Tunisian state.
“We wanted these works to illustrate the transformation undergone
by the country and bear strong political significance… The paintings
from history and the portraits exhibited represent a historical discourse which has been overlooked
and which needs to be revisited both
on grounds of artistic merit and as a
contribution to history,” Moumni
said in a news release.
Historians Brahim Belgacem and
Salwa Houidi, who specialise in
19th-century Tunisia, stressed the
significance of the exhibition in
shedding light on reforms that are
still relevant to modern Tunisia.
“The exhibition highlights the
current conflict around democracy
and the leaders of reform in Tunisia
as well as the nature of the Tunisian
society, especially in the current
identity crisis. There is a fear of losing sense of identity amid political
conflicts. This requires reminding
people of Tunisia’s leading history,”
Belgacem said.
Not only does the exhibition serve
as a reminder to Tunisians of an often-forgotten part of the country’s
identity, it also calls to mind the
importance of that period in understanding today’s volatile political
scene.
“We don’t know our history. After
the revolution, Tunisians felt that
they ignored a lot of things about

Visitors looking at the portrait of Sadok Bey. 						

their identity and history to be able
to understand how things are like
today. The system was dissected
after the revolution, which created
a conflict. The socio-political needs
reconstruction, which required people to look for their true identity,”
Houidi said.

The exhibition is
titled The Rise of the
Nation: Art at the
Dawn of Modern
Tunisia (1837-1881).
“Today, there is confrontation between two groups of different ideologies. Before, it was [President Habib] Bourguiba and his opposition.
One cannot understand the different components of today’s political
dynamics unless we obtain a thorough knowledge of the important
political developments that took

place in the previous century, those
of the beys namely.”
Belgacem also stressed that the
reforms highlighted in the exhibition, including protecting social and
religious rights as well as abolishing
slavery, were not only ahead of their
time but were at the centre of the
foundation of Tunisian’s modern
state.
“Tunisia was a leading country as
it had the first constitution of 1861,
which is in many ways even more
advanced than the present constitution. There is a fear and concern
about the country’s situation and
future, which drove people to grow
interest in that period of time again
to study and research and sensitise
people about the reforms that are
ahead of their times.”
Belgacem said: “Even the reforms
introduced during Bourguiba’s time
are a continuation of the reforms
carried out by the beys. Tunisian so-

(L’eveil d’une nation)

ciety would not have been ready to
accept them if it wouldn’t have been
for the beys’ reforms.”
Upon entering the palace, visitors
might marvel at the unique details
of the ceilings and patterns of the
tiles. Stairways lead to the upper
floors where there are artwork and
documents, including the Bardo
treatise abolishing slavery as well as
the early versions of legislative and
judicial laws.
“This is about the reconciliation
with the past. Seeing those manuscripts and paintings is just fascination and it gives you that sense of
belonging… an identity that we do
need in times when we lose confidence in ourselves and trust in our
government” said Afef Messaoud, a
school teacher visiting the exhibit.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Beirut skyline captures religious
rivalry and harmony
Tom Perry

Beirut

I

n Beirut’s rapidly evolving
skyline, a newly built cathedral bell tower has risen next
to the soaring minarets of a
landmark mosque, symbolising both religious coexistence and
competition in a city split by sectarian war from 1975 to 1990.
The new bell tower of the 19thcentury Saint George Maronite
Cathedral is Beirut’s tallest at 72
metres — the same height as the
four minarets of the Mohammad
al-Amin mosque that has dominated the city skyline for more
than a decade.
Topped with an enormous cross
that lights up at night, the bell
tower was inaugurated in November after a decade of construction.

The bell tower’s
intended message of
interfaith solidarity
and unity has not
reached everyone.

The newly built 72m bell tower of the Maronite Saint George
cathedral is seen between the four minarets of Mohammed
al-Amin mosque in downtown Beirut.

(AFP)

Both the church and mosque
are prominent features of the Beirut city centre, which is still being
rebuilt from the civil war, and are
near the front line that divided
Christian east Beirut from Muslim
west Beirut during the conflict.
Archbishop Paul Matar said the
idea of building a bell tower at
the cathedral was a dream since

its construction in 1894. It was
originally to be 75 metres high, the
same size as the tower at Rome’s
Basilica di Santa Maria Maggiore
that inspired the cathedral’s design.
Instead, Matar said he shaved 3
metres off the design in what he
described as a message of coexistence.
“When the mosque was built,
we were happy there would be a
mosque and a church near each
other. This is the slogan of Lebanon,” he said in an interview at his
offices in Beirut. “So, therefore, I
wanted the tower’s height to be at
the same height as the mosque, so
there is solidarity and harmony,”
he said.
The cathedral belongs to Lebanon’s Maronite Christian church,
the biggest Christian community
in the country.
After the guns fell silent, years
were spent rebuilding the cathedral and dozens of other damaged
churches in Beirut, holding up the
start of work on the tower, Matar
said.
In terms of their size, al-Amin
mosque and tower have broken
new ground for religious buildings
in Beirut.
Critics say both are out of scale
with the city’s other places of worship.
Some Christians saw al-Amin
mosque as an affront to their community. Its size, compared to nearby Christian places of worship,
was jarring for some Maronites,
who emerged as the political losers of the civil war.

The mosque’s imperial Ottoman style, not found anywhere
else in Lebanon, was in line with
the wishes of its financier, the late
statesman Rafik Hariri, who was
assassinated in 2005.

Some Christians saw
al-Amin mosque as
an affront to their
community.
It was built on the site of a small
prayer corner with the same name.
Hariri, who was buried next to
the mosque, personally oversaw
elements of the construction, including picking the shade of blue
for the dome. A decade ago, the
mosque, on a corner of Beirut’s
Martyrs’ Square, featured regularly in the news during a wave of
protests triggered by Hariri’s killing.
The bell tower’s intended message of interfaith solidarity and
unity has not reached everyone.
George Arbid, director of the Beirut-based Arab Centre for Architecture, said that it pointed to lingering sectarian rivalry in the city.
“It is clear that it is a type of
competition — be it positive or
negative — with the minarets of
al-Amin mosque that is next to it,”
he said. “It is a continuation of a
type of competition that emerged
before this time, a competition between the sects for their presence
in the city.”
(Reuters)
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Agenda
Beirut:
Through December 23rd
The Beirut Chants Festival includes a novel set of performances to celebrate Christmas and the
holiday season. The festival has
become a tradition that allows
large audiences to enjoy music
and the holiday atmosphere in
Beirut.
Abu Dhabi:
Through January 1st
The Sheikh Zayed Heritage Festival reflects the late Sheikh Zayed
bin Sultan al-Nahyan’s efforts
to preserve the heritage of the
United Arab Emirates and world
heritage in general by bringing
together visitors from around the
world to experience the diversity
of UAE culture in interactive attractions.
Muscat:
Through March 24th

Tourists gather outside the temple of Abu Simbel, south of Aswan, to witness the sun illuminate the inner sanctuary on October 22nd.
			

													

Aswan, Egypt’s
ideal winter
destination
Haitham Salah

Cairo

T

he reflection of the rays of
the sun gliding over the
Nile turns the colour of
the river into an attractive
silver that strikes a strange
but concordant note with the spacious surroundings of the area.
On one bank of the river stands
Cataract, one of the oldest hotels in
Aswan, Egypt’s southernmost province. On the opposite bank, granite hides the view but functions as
nesting places for birds that peck in
the water for food and then return
to the rocks as if making them their
home.
In the river, small wooden boats,
from which fishermen throw trawling nets into the water in hopes of
a good catch, sail quietly, not really
interrupting the area’s serenity.
Nestled close to the border with
Sudan, Aswan is hot in the summer but, in the winter, it is an ideal
choice to enjoy the real meaning of
warmth.
About 800km south of Cairo, Aswan is far from the overcrowding of
the Egyptian capital but the province, whose residents are usually

distinguished from other Egyptians
by darker complexions, is not only
about calm. It is also about a treat so
generous that a short visit can be far
from enough to digest.
“Aswan visitors always have a
very rich schedule from the first
minute they set foot in it,” said
Shukri Seif, the head of Aswan’s
Tour Guides Union. “The Elephantine Island, the Temple of Khnum
and the Nubia Museum are but a
few of the places visitors can visit in
this wonderful province.”

The province boasts
a large number
of floating hotels
that offer guests a
memorable stay on
the Nile.
One of the most famous in Aswan’s landmarks, the Elephantine
Island is most perfectly visited by
felucca. The island is the largest in
Aswan and home to many traces of
its ancient history. It owes its name
to its past function of being an ivory
trade centre.
It is known in mythology as the
home of Khnum, the god of water

		
(AFP)

The first Festival of India in Oman
includes Indian classical and folk
dances, Indian instrumental music, an exhibition of Indian calligraphy, an Indian food festival and
a fashion show. The festival is organised with a view to presenting
Oman with glimpses of diverse
Indian culture, representing various traditions of Indian heritage.
Events are scheduled for Muscat,
Salalah, Sur and Sohar.
Dubai:
December 7th-14th

A boat sails along the Nile River in Aswan, on March 13th.
who guarded the Nile from caves
deep under the island. The island’s
museum exhibits exquisite artefacts, including a mummified ram
of Khnum, the god responsible for
the fertility of the Nile Delta hundreds of kilometre away.
Mohamed Saber, an Egyptian
computer engineer in his 40s, said
he was charmed by the Elephantine
Island when he visited it a year ago.
“The place is unbelievable,” Saber
said. “The journey from the bank of
the Nile to the island — 150 metres
away — is like one into the depths of
time and when you get on the island
you feel like right in the middle of
history.”
Nonetheless, the island is only
one of many must-visit sites in Aswan. Most remarkable among these
sites is the Temple of Abu Simbel, a
few kilometres south of Aswan. The
temple is a piece of art carved out of
solid rock by pharaoh Ramses II. He
built it for the sun gods Amon-Re
and Re-Horakhty.

A general view shows a traditional building on the bank of the Nile River in Aswan, on March 13th.(AFP)

(AFP)

It was discovered in 1813. The
temple is oriented so that twice
every year — February 22nd and
October 22nd — the first rays of the
morning sun shine down on the
entire length of the temple cave
to illuminate the back wall of the
innermost shrine and the statues
of the four gods. The events draw
thousands of tourists to the temple
every year.
The Nubia Museum is also interesting. Completed in 1997, it is
dedicated to the history of Nubia,
the area that stretches from Aswan
to Sudan. The museum is organised
along a chronological path illustrating the development of the region
from prehistory to the present
through a large number of artefacts.
Aswan boasts several hotels,
from very luxurious and expensive
to the very affordable. The province
also has many floating hotels that
offer guests a memorable stay on
the Nile.
Visitors can also stay at the
homes of Aswan residents, indulge
in their very simple life and enjoy
Aswan and Nubian cuisine. A stay
at one of these homes can be much
cheaper than hotels. A one-night
stay at a home can cost about $20,
meals included, Saber said.
Tour guide Mohamed Osman
advises Aswan visitors to scrap air
travel and enjoy the experience of
going there from Cairo by train or
on a cruise ship. He said although
the journey from Cairo by train
takes ten hours, it is very delightful.
“Most enjoyable still is for visitors to go to Aswan on a cruise
ship,” Osman said. “This is usually
a four-day voyage on the Nile but
one whose sweet memories last for
years,” he added, noting that the
journey costs less than $100 per
person.
Haitham Salah is an Egyptian travel
journalist.

The Dubai International Film
Festival presents new and exciting
cinema from the Arab world and
beyond, introducing audiences
to new talent and original and
distinctive film-making. Films
from 55 countries will be screened
across various venues. This year’s
event includes a diverse industry
programme for film-makers and
executives at the Dubai Film Market, a strong competition and a
rich slate of special presentations,
red carpet galas and community
events.
Rabat and Casablanca:
December 16th-18th
The Morocco Adventure Film Festival is one of the most significant
outdoor events in the country and
the first festival of its kind in Africa. Debates featuring adventurers and film-makers, more than 20
screenings of adventure films, as
well as meetings, workshops and
a national road tour await visitors.
Tozeur, Tunisia:
January 17th-20th
The International Oases Festival
is a celebration devoted to the
Saharan way of life that is timed
to coincide with the date harvest.
Special events include displays of
local rituals and ceremonies. The
festival promotes cultural heritage through dance, music and
poetry as well as Tunisian and
desert tourism.
Doha:
February 22nd-May 21st
Picasso-Giacometti is an exhibition that begins at the Fire Station
Artist in Residence centre in
Doha. The exhibition includes
more than 80 works from collections of the Musée National
Picasso and the Foundation
Giacometti in Paris, including The
She Goat by Pablo Picasso (1950)
and Alberto Giacometti’s Tall
Woman (1960).
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